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Abstract

Exploration and visualization of complex data has become an integral part of life. But there is a semantic gap between the users and the visualization scientists. The priority of the users is usability while that of the scientists is techniques. Information-Assisted Visualization (IAV) can help bridge this gap, where additional information extracted from the raw data is presented to the user in an easily interpretable way. This thesis proposes some novel machine intelligence based systems for intuitive IAV.

The majority of the thesis focuses on Direct Volume Rendering, where Transfer Functions (TF) are used to color the volume data to expose structures. Existing TF design methods require manipulating complex widgets, which may be difficult for the user. We propose two novel approaches towards TF design.

In the data-centric approach, we generate an organized representation of the data through clustering and provide the user with some intuitive control over the output in the cluster domain. We use Spherical Self-Organizing Maps (SSOM) as the core of this approach. Instead of
manipulating complex widgets, the user interacts with the simple SSOM color-coded lattice to design the TF.

In the image-centric approach, the user interaction with the data is direct and minimal. The user interactions create the training data, and supervised classification is used to generate the TF. First, we propose novel supervised classifiers that combine the local information available through Support Vector Machine-based classifiers and the global information available through Nonparametric Discriminant Analysis-based classifiers. Using these classifiers, we propose a TF design method where the user interacts with the volume slices directly to generate the output.

Finally, we explore the use of IAV for home-based physical rehabilitation. We propose an information-assisted visual evaluation framework which can compare a user’s performance of a physical exercise with that of an expert using our novel Incremental Dynamic Time Warping method and communicate the results visually through our color-mapped skeleton silhouette.

All the proposed techniques are accompanied by detailed experimental results comparing them against the state-of-the-art. The results shows the potential of using machine learning techniques to achieve visualization tasks in a simpler yet more effective way.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Problem

The human perception system is more capable of inferring required information from visual patterns rather than mere raw data [1]. As a result, visualization have found its application in several fields, including medical imaging [2, 3], seismology [4], computer network analysis [5], traffic analysis [6], organizational management [7] etc.

Despite the significant expansion of visualization research over the past few years, we have still not been able to provide a universal satisfactory visualization framework, which can simultaneously provide fast interactive rendering and easily accessible information. The main obstacle in establishing easy accessibility is the complexity of a visualization system. Presentation of complex information in an interpretable way is generally considered a daunting task. Any visualization system requires active involvement of domain experts and visualization researchers. The hardware and software demands of even a simple visualization system is also understandably high [8]. As an example, we can consider the field of 3D medical imaging, which demands high accuracy and reliability in both the presentation and interpretation of the information being visualized [9]. The difficulty with such a system is evident from the observation that even the medical professionals (domain experts) deal with confusion when they have to pick one among several visualization techniques, resulting in selection of a tool or technique that eventually provides below-par performance [10].

The complexity in designing a good visualization system arises from the so-called “semantic gap” [11] (Figure 1.1). Visualization researchers have always been focused on the underly-
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ing algorithms, rendering techniques and hardware setup to make a system more efficient and interactive. On the other hand, users (domain experts) are mainly concerned with the ease-of-use and the information availability. Most of the times the visualization system designer does not have a clear idea about what the user expects from the system, and vice versa [12]. Unfortunately, these two groups have not been able to successfully merge their requirements and goals yet, and the users still find the visualization systems to be complex and unintuitive [13].

![Figure 1.1: The semantic gap.](image1)

One of the key factors affecting the performance of a visualization system nowadays is the human-computer interaction side of it [13]. Figure 1.2 shows a typical visualization process. In the user space, the user interacts with the data through some form of controls (style, layout, viewing position etc.) to interact with the data. From these controls, the visualization is generated. The target of the user is to gather knowledge from the visualization [14].

![Figure 1.2: A typical visualization process.](image2)
To facilitate the user in making the decision of how the controls should be used, the term *Information-Assisted Visualization (IAV)* was coined in [14]. In IAV, additional information regarding the data is presented to the user through some processing (Figure 1.3). Information is defined as “data that represents the results of a computational process, such as statistical analysis, for assigning meanings to the data, or the transcripts of some meanings assigned by human beings” [14]. Examples of information for visualization are histograms, clustering results etc. The user can make use of this information to guide the decision and control process. In essence, the information also provides the user with some knowledge about the data.

![Information-Assisted Visualization](image)

Figure 1.3: Information-Assisted Visualization.

### 1.2 Thesis Contributions

This thesis explores ways to reduce the aforementioned semantic gap through IAV. Our target is to combine the information pipeline of IAV with the interaction (Figure 1.3) through intuitive interfaces, so the user can directly benefit from the processing of the data. To process the data for extracting information, we use novel machine learning techniques where the user can participate in the decision making process through easy-to-use controls. We want to provide the user with the right amount of control over the visualization process. Our philosophy is that the user should decide *what* he wants to see, not *how* it should be shown. Hence, we automate
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the rigorous visualization parameters selection process, but leave the data selection up to the user.

The majority of the thesis focuses on the field of Direct Volume Rendering (DVR) [15], which is a very popular technique for volume visualization. DVR generates the 3D view directly from the data without requiring any intermediate representation. The generation of 3D views depends on the definition of the Transfer Function (TF). A traditional TF maps the intensity values of data images to different colors and opacities to generate a novel view.

Most of the existing DVR systems provide graphical form of histograms [16] to the user to manipulate with. However, since the end-users may not be familiar with computer graphics and image processing, the complexity of a histogram-based interface can hinder their work flow.

In this thesis, we explore the use of several machine learning techniques to classify the volume data before the generation of the TF, and present the classification information to the user in a more interpretable way. We still want to keep the flexibility of the visualization system intact. By flexibility we mean that the user should have control over how the data should be separated. This flexibility is necessary because as discussed before, the user is ultimately the domain expert, and only he/she knows what to look for.

This thesis presents two alternatives for intuitive visualization of volume data:

- **Data-centric Approach**: In the data-centric approach, the key idea is to perform some kind of clustering on the volume data first. The cluster information is then presented to the user in a visual form. The user interacts with the cluster visualization to discover interesting structures in the volume data. The user interaction is translated into rendering parameters. Using these rendering parameters, the volume data is rendered and shown to the user immediately. This approach is called data-centric because an intermediate form extracted from data properties is presented to the user rather than the data itself. The user does not interact with the volume data directly.

Since the volume data is clustered before any user interaction, we opted for unsupervised classification with the data-centric approach. We have used Self Organizing Maps (SOM) [17] to perform the clustering. SOM retains the topological relations among the clusters while maintaining a lower dimensional form. Another attractive property of SOM is that it maintains a regular lattice structure which is derived from the relations among the clusters. Since this lattice structure already has a connected form, it is easy to visualize.
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Hence, SOM was our choice of unsupervised classifier. After the classification, the user can interact with the SOM lattice to explore cluster relations. The volume rendering is automatically generated based on the user selection on the lattice. Details on this method are presented in Chapter 3.

- **Image-centric Approach**: In the image-centric approach, instead of working in the cluster domain, the user works with the data directly. Volume data consists of slices. The user is presented with slices with the most variation (based on Entropy). Interesting regions in the volume are selected by the user. The user selection acts as the training data for supervised classification. For supervised classification, there are two popular directions. One is the Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA)-based methods such as the Nonparametric Discriminant Analysis (NDA) [18]. These methods discriminate between the classes based on the between and within class scatter matrices. In other words, they rely on the global or near-global information available in the training data. On the other hand, Support Vector Machine (SVM)-based methods construct the decision hyperplane with the help of support vectors which lie near the boundary of the classes. In other words, they rely on the local information available in the training data. In this thesis, we combine these two available sources of information and propose the Kernel Nonparametric Support Vector Machine (KN-SVM) classifier. We also apply the same principle of combination for one-class classification or novelty detection, which is an important field in pattern recognition [19]. For one-class classification, we propose the Covariance-guided One-Class Support Vector Machine (COSVM) classifier.

Our KN-SVM classifier is then incorporated into the image-centric approach towards visualization. Based on the training data selected by the user, the whole volume is classified and eventually the volume rendering is shown to the user.

We have omitted the discussion on one important step in volume rendering till now. This step is the assignment of color and opacity values to the classified voxels. In most existing volume rendering frameworks, the color and opacity assignment is mostly manual or adhoc [20]. However, the color assignment step should be given more importance because ultimately the only way the user can differentiate between the voxel classes is through visualization. Therefore, we have opted for using harmonic colors [20] in our volume visualization frameworks. Harmonic colors are a set of colors which look aesthetically pleasing when visualized together.
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Besides using harmonic colors, we use the user’s perception and viewing habits to automate the opacity defining process. Due to the automation of the color and opacity assignment procedure, our proposed frameworks takes a lot of burden off the user. This automated procedure is used in both the data-centric and image-centric approach.

Finally, we utilize the benefits of IAV in a field where it has never been used before; medical rehabilitation. We propose a novel in-home rehabilitation process where the user does not need to be under the constant supervision of a medical professional. The user can simply follow the pre-recorded demonstration video of an expert. To evaluate the user’s performance in real-time, we propose a novel Incremental Dynamic Time Warping (IDTW) algorithm. The IDTW algorithm extends the popular Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm by incorporating the ability to compare an incremental sequence (the user’s) with a complete sequence (the expert’s). Moreover, the IDTW utilizes the recurring nature of DTW calculation and optimizes the computational time so that the distance measurement can be performed in real-time.

The Information-Assisted Visualization comes into play in the way we present the performance evaluation to the user. Instead of showing a single measurement score which can be difficult to evaluate, we use a novel information-assisted visual evaluation scheme. We map separate IDTW scores to a color table. We then use this color table to show a colored skeleton silhouette, where different colors on limb represent the level of performance of the user. Through a quick glance on the skeleton, the user can easily see where he/she is going wrong and correct it immediately.

1.3 Organization of the Thesis

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: in chapter 2, we discuss the existing works on visualization, mainly focusing on volume rendering. Chapter 3 presents our data-centric approach towards volume rendering. Chapter 4 presents the proposed KN-SVM and COSVM methods. Chapter 5 presents our image-centric approach, where the KN-SVM method is used to design another volume rendering framework. Chapter 6 presents the information-assisted visual evaluation method for medical rehabilitation. All the novel methods proposed in this thesis are accompanied with detailed experiments on benchmark datasets and comparison with other state-of-the-art methods.

Finally, chapter 7 draws conclusions with some future directions on how to progress further.
Chapter 2

Related Works

2.1 Introduction

Scientific visualization is the analysis and exploration of scientific data that have close ties to real-world objects with spatial properties. The goal is to generate a visual representation of something for which we have spatial information and combine that with data that is less directly accessible. For example, in medical visualization, MRI or CT scan data shows the visual representation of the patient’s inner organs with an overlay of necessary information (e.g. intensity of the voxels). The need for visualization emerged from the necessity of informative exploration of data in several domains [21]. Extracting information is the ultimate goal of data exploration. Creating an effective visualization entails much more than simply converting raw numbers into graphs or images. The visualization needs to be simple, quick and powerful, so that it can actually ease the process of gathering knowledge rather than making it even more complex. Hence, the raw data needs to be processed to extract the required information, and the information needs to be organized in a way that can be represented visually. The whole process needs to be fast enough for real-time user interaction.

2.2 Direct Volume Rendering

Our focus on this thesis is volume rendering, which is a popular technique for visualization of scalar data in 3D. Volume rendering is especially popular in the medical domain, where the scalar data of the interior of the human body is obtained by CT or MRI scan. It is also popular
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in computational fluid dynamics, geology, seismography etc [22]. Volumetric models have also recently become popular in the entertainment industry due to the expressiveness and beauty of the 3D rendered results [22].

Direct Volume Rendering (DVR) is a method for volume rendering where no intermediate representation of the scalar data is necessary [16]. In contrast to the traditional isosurface rendering, it is not required to calculate and construct surfaces from the raw data. The colors and opacity values for each voxel is calculated with the help of a Transfer Function (TF). The TF maps different voxel properties (e.g. intensity) to different color and opacity values. There are several benefits of this direct approach over the isosurface approach [16]:

- Isosurface rendering requires considerable amount of preprocessing for the calculation of isosurface for each voxel. Since DVR works on raw data, this extra time is not required, and rendering results can be acquired faster.

- DVR has greater flexibility in determining how each voxel will contribute to the final rendering. This can be important in case of medical imaging, where the measurement artifacts from instruments can distort the final result for isosurfaces [16]. This is because isosurface is typically a binary classification, either a voxel passes through the surface or it does not. This can result in poor isosurface reconstructions which provides a false sense to the user that there is some roughness around those regions. But results from DVR can easily show that the roughness is due to poor measurements, not the data itself. Further details on the comparison between these two methods can be found in [16].

We focus on the TF aspect of DVR. Traditionally, TFs were one-dimensional, where the color and opacity are derived from intensity value only. The user assigns different color and opacity values to the one-dimensional histogram derived from intensity values [15]. However, volume data is typically complex in nature and naturally, intensity value alone is not a good feature to separate voxels into different groups.

Efforts have been taken to improve the TF generation process. The existing methods to generate TF for DVR can be divided into two categories: data-centric methods and image-centric methods.
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2.2.1 Data-Centric Methods

In the data-centric approach, the system tries to find the TF solely based on data properties. Besides intensity, other properties of the data (e.g. gradient magnitude) can be used to design multi-dimensional TFs. The work of Kindlmann and Durkin first popularized multi-dimensional TF [16]. Their work used gradient magnitude alongside intensity value to build a 2D histogram, where material boundaries in a volume can be identified as arches. The arches can be assigned color and opacity values manually with the help of the histogram. The limitation of this method was the overlapping of arches for different boundaries, making them indistinguishable. Their later work [23] has included the second derivative to build the histograms. In [24] the LH-Histogram was proposed. The LH-histogram is calculated by tracing the voxels along the boundary. The low and high intensity values along the gradient were recorded and used to build a histogram. In this approach, boundaries are represented as blobs rather than arches, which are relatively easier to distinguish [24]. The main drawback with this approach is that the histogram takes a long time to calculate [24]. Rather than using the magnitude of the voxel properties, the statistical relationships among them (mean, standard deviation etc.) were used to generate the histograms in [25]. However, directly using statistical properties is sensitive to noise as mentioned by the authors in [25].

Recently, feature size has also been used to design multi-dimensional TFs. In [26], the voxels were assigned a scale field, which is calculated from the relative size of a particular feature for each voxel. A size-based distribution is then presented to the user for TF generation. A region-growing technique was used to find the feature size in [27]. In [28], structure sizes were estimated based on a user-defined intensity range. This structure size was then used to generate a Structure Size Enhanced (SSE) histogram, which in turns was used to specify the TF.

Users generally may not be able to focus on voxels too far apart due to the complexity of volume datasets. As a result, spatial information has been used as features in some recently proposed methods. Local histograms combining intensity and spatial information in the local neighborhood was proposed in [29]. In [30], the $\alpha$-histogram was proposed, which incorporates the property of spatial coherence to produce a global histogram. Spatial information was combined with the 2D histogram in [31]. A distance-based TF was introduced in [32] which assigns optical properties to structures based on the distance to a selected reference structure in order to hide or emphasize structures. A Volume Histogram Stack (VHS) is introduced in
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[33], where the histogram is created by aligning the histograms of the different slices and incorporating spatial information with them. Then a Self-Generating Hierarchical Radial Basis Function Network is used to generate the TF.

Some recent methods have used different clustering algorithms on the histogram data to divide the voxels into different groups and assign TF properties accordingly. Voxels were grouped based on their LH-histogram and spatial information in [34]. A non-parametric TF automation method based on kernel density estimation was proposed in [35]. The estimated density distribution is divided into different ranges, and the user specifies the color and opacity values for each range to generate the final output. A parallel technique based on mean-shift clustering of voxel intensities and spatial values was proposed in [36]. A semi-automatic method based on a combination of mean-shift clustering and hierarchical clustering was proposed in [37], where the user has control over the hierarchical clustering results. Self-Organizing Maps were used in [38] to perform dimensionality reduction on the feature space. Different features of the voxels and the maps were then linked to the color and opacity values to generate the final rendering based on user action.

2.2.2 Image-Centric Methods

Another alternative for TF specification is the image-centric approach, where the users are given the option to interact with the data in the image domain i.e. directly with the image slices or the rendered volume itself [39]. The changes to the TF are done in the background. Image-centric approaches also include methods where the TF is picked by the user from a set of TFs based on the output rendering, not based on volume properties. The Design Gallery method [40] is a popular image-centric approach. In this method, several different TFs are generated by varying the input parameters. The user is then presented with the output generated from all the TFs, and the task of final TF selection is left to the user. Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) were used in [41], where the user can manipulate the different parameters of the models instead of directly manipulating TF parameters. An intelligent user interface has been introduced in [42], where the user can paint on different slices to mark areas of interests. Neural network based techniques are then used to generate the TF. A spreadsheet-like interface based on Douglas-Peucker algorithm is presented in [43].
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2.2.3 Color Assignment

Most of the methods discussed above mainly focused on classifying the voxels in the volume data into different groups/regions. However, the final rendering is obtained by assigning some color and opacity values to the voxels. In most of the existing methods, this color and opacity assignment is manual. The visual aesthetics is very important for volume rendering, as the user can only draw required conclusions from the volume data visually. So the colors assigned to different voxel groups need to be differentiable. The concept of color harmonization can help here [44]. Harmonic colors are a set of colors who look aesthetically pleasing when visualized together. Using harmonic colors can take the burden of color selection away from the user.

Zhou et al. were the first to use the concept of color harmonization in TF generation [45]. Their method adopted a residue flow model based on Darcy’s law for TF generation. Color harmonization was also used in [20], where the K-means++ algorithm was used to divide the voxels into groups based on their intensity values and spatial information. This method also uses automatic assignment of opacity values based on the user’s perception.

2.3 Summary

The recent volume rendering methods from literature have been discussed in this chapter. Despite all these efforts, TF specification is still a difficult task. Most of these methods still rely on extensive user interaction for histogram manipulation or some form of cluster control (e.g. number of clusters, variance of clusters, merging and splitting of clusters) in the feature space. An expert from medical or architectural background might not be familiar with these specifications. A completely automated rendering is also not very desirable, as only the user has the necessary domain knowledge to decide which regions in the volume he or she needs to focus on. Hence, the user control over the rendering is necessary, but it also needs to be as simple as possible. The next few chapters explore different machine learning techniques to find this balance between automation and customization.
Chapter 3

Data-Centric Approach Towards Volume Rendering

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we present a new method for data-centric TF design approach. As discussed before, in the data-centric approaches, the user does not interact with the data directly. Information is extracted from the data (in the form of histograms, clusters etc.) and presented to the user through a GUI. The user interacts with the GUI to find interesting regions. The output rendering is generated accordingly.

Data-centric TF design is typically a user-controlled process, where the user interacts with different widgets (usually representing feature clusters or 1D/2D histograms) to set color and opacity properties to the feature space. In case of clustering-based TF design techniques, the user can also control some low-level properties like number of clusters, cluster variance etc. Most of the recently proposed DVR methodologies [16, 37, 46, 33] are based on this philosophy.

However, interacting with the feature space is difficult for the end-user, who may not have any knowledge about feature extraction and clustering. Multi-dimensional feature spaces cannot represent distinguishable properties such as peaks and valleys which are important for proper TF generation from histogram [35]. As a result, the user requires extensive knowledge about the actual volume and the TF widgets themselves. Also, these kind of widgets try to represent the feature space directly, putting a strict restriction on the type of features used and
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the dimensionality. Some methods use alternative ways to represent the higher-dimensional feature space through manageable widgets. For instance, in [31], spatial information is encoded in the color values while opacity is derived through intensity and gradient. But these kind of alternatives are restrictive in the sense that only the specific features used in the proposed methods can be used for all datasets. Volume rendering has wide range of applications in different fields, and one set of features useful for a specific application might be completely irrelevant in another. There is a need to make the method independent so that any feature can be represented to the user in a visual form while maintaining the topological relationship between various data distributions. Hence, a good DVR system should be: 1) intuitive and easy to use without extensive technical experience, 2) time efficient by providing immediate results, 3) have separate classification and feature modules independent of each other so that any type of feature can be integrated easily and efficiently and 4) visually pleasing.

A machine learning method that can satisfy all the aforementioned requirements is Self-Organizing Map (SOM) [17]. SOM is an unsupervised clustering algorithm that maps continuous input feature space patterns to a set of discrete output nodes. The nodes are arranged in a pre-defined lattice. Each node has a weight vector associated with it. The input patterns (or feature vectors) are assigned to the closest node in the Euclidean sense. In other words, the nodes “compete” among themselves to be representative of the underlying input patterns [47]. As a result, at the end of the training cycle, the node lattice represents a topology-preserving low-dimensional representation of the original feature space. Because of the unique training procedure of SOM, clusters existing in the original space preserve their relationship in the lower-dimensional space. Because of the regular lattice structure, SOM nodes are easy to visualize. They can also be colored in a very intuitive way by using U-matrices [17], so that the end-user can quickly identify underlying clusters. Since SOM nodes have direct correspondence with the original input data (voxels in this case), the user can be presented with the colored SOM lattice. An end-user can select the clusters he or she deems to be important. In this way, the user will have full control over the regions to be defined as important. Due to the ability to use higher-dimensional features than mere 2D/3D as in the case of widget-based methods, the cluster representation can be sophisticated so that user interest is reflected in the grouping of voxels.

However, mere correspondence between SOM nodes and voxels is not enough for effective volume rendering. We need to generate the color and opacity properties to be assigned to the different clusters selected by the user. The typical trend is to let the user control the color and
opacity specifications \[31, 35\]. Especially the color selection is mostly left out as a user task. However, this requires some visualization knowledge which the end user may not possess. As stated before, in our proposed method, we calculate the opacity and color values automatically from the user selection of voxel groups. The opacity value is generated based on the variance of a group, since variance is related to visibility \[20\]. For the color values, we take help of harmonic colors \[48, 45\]. Harmonic colors are a sets of colors, the internal relationship among which provides a pleasant visual perception \[49\]. Since our visual experience is largely dependent on the represented colors and their relationships, using color harmonics can result in a much better visual output than using user-defined colors. We also assign the saturation and brightness of each voxel based on its properties. The combination of feature-based parameterizations and color harmonics takes the difficult task of searching through a virtually infinite color space away from the user. In this way, by simply interacting with the SOM lattice, a user can generate the desired rendering quickly and efficiently.

In summary, our proposed system has the following primary contributions:

- Rather than manipulating cluster parameters or optical properties, the user simply interacts with a color-coded SOM lattice representing cluster densities. Due to this visual nature of SOM, there is no need to tweak the cluster parameters and perform operations like split and merge to precisely determine the number of clusters or cluster spread. The user only has to intuitively select or de-select the SOM regions to reveal corresponding structures in a volume.

- The user also does not need to manipulate color and opacity properties. The opacity and color values are automatically generated by combining various voxel group properties with aesthetically pleasing color harmonics. As a result, desired rendering can be achieved quickly and efficiently.

- The proposed model is independent of the type of the features used. As a result, new types of features can be integrated easily and efficiently. Based on the application domain in which the system will be used, the type of feature can be changed. Also, since the feature space is not represented directly like widget-based TF methods, the proposed model is not restricted by 2D/3D features. Higher-dimensional features can also be used.

We use the Spherical SOM structure (SSOM) \[50, 51, 52\] because of it’s restriction-free structure (explained later). The GPU implementation of our method provides fast interaction
3.2 Self-Organizing Map

The Self-Organizing Map (SOM) is an unsupervised clustering method proposed by Kohonen [17] that clusters the data and projects data points onto a lower-dimensional space while preserving the input topology. The data points are projected onto a regular lattice during training, when the weights of the nodes in the lattice are updated. In this way, after training the initial lattice “self-organizes” itself to represent the data distribution. Different coloring methods are then applied on the lattice to color code it so that the cluster regions can be visualized. As stated before, the topology-preserving clustering and easy visualization properties of the SOM makes it an attractive choice for TF generation.

The underlying lattice structure is primarily responsible for the visual representation of the SOM. The SOM learning occurs due to lateral interactions among nodes in the underlying lattice. A discontinuity in the lattice will result in a restricted neighborhood and can lead to inefficient learning [51].

The most popular lattice structure is the 2D SOM, where the nodes are represented by a sheet of connected nodes (Figure 3.1-(a)). Since the SOM training is based on the lateral connections among the nodes, a 3D structure provides an additional dimension of connections and therefore offers increased learning as compared to a 2D lattice [50]. Commonly used 3D SOM consists of the cube lattice structure (Figure 3.1-(b)).

However, all these structures have a restricted neighborhood problem. In [50] it has been shown that the 2D SOM fails to accurately approximate a point cloud due to its open boundaries. It has also been shown that the 3D cubic structure has a rather “forced” continuity, which

![Figure 3.1: Depiction of different SOM lattices.](image-url)
results in an unwanted folding effect. These problems were perceivable due to the use of 3D point clouds in [50]. But for higher-dimensional data these kind of training errors will be difficult to detect.

An optimum lattice structure should offer minimum topological discontinuity, as is the case of a spherical structure. The spherical lattice is created by subdividing an icosahedron to obtain a uniform distribution of nodes resulting in a structure with an overall symmetry and continuity. From the basic icosahedron, higher resolution lattices can be created by bisecting every edge of the icosahedron and radially projecting the new vertex to lie on a sphere of unit radius [51]. All the new vertices will still maintain the equilateral triangular structure of the basic icosahedron. The first three levels of subdivision of the basic icosahedron are depicted in Figure 3.2. In this way, the lattice will have a continuous structure with minimum discontinuity among nodes, which can result in better separation among the clusters.

There are several variations of the spherical lattice depending on the underlying data structure used to represent the sphere and the visualization technique used, such as the hyperbolic SOM [53] or the Geodesic SOM [54]. We've used the version introduced in [51] mainly because of it being visually more intuitive and easier to perceive [50].

The next three sections contain discussions on different aspects of the proposed system based on the Spherical SOM (SSOM) structure: 1) Feature extraction, where we discuss about the features used to model a volume for TF generation; 2) SSOM training, where the detailed steps of the Spherical SOM training are described and 3) TF representation and exploration, where we discuss our opacity and color assignment for voxel groups based on color harmonization and the user’s perception. We also discuss in detail how simply and efficiently the user can explore our color-coded SSOM lattice to find interesting regions and group voxels together. The color and opacity values are generated accordingly with immediate rendering results through GPU implementation.
3.3 Feature Extraction

As discussed before, multi-dimensional TFs mostly use some form of histogram based on intensity and gradient magnitude. However, one problem with histogram is that it cannot retain the spatial information present in a volume [31]. As present day scanning systems for volume data (CT, MRI etc.) have some inherent noise associated with them, losing spatial information might prove to be costly and may not cluster the volume data in a suitable way for volume rendering. On the other hand, incorporating the spatial information directly is difficult for any histogram-based approach, as the histogram will be even higher-dimensional and there is no easy way to represent it visually. As a result, in most histogram-based approaches, the spatial information is used for color generation only [31]. However, as described before, our proposed model can incorporate higher-dimensional features due to the use of SSOM lattice. As a result, in our proposed model, the spatial information is directly embedded into the feature definition. To emphasize the boundaries between materials [16], we also use the intensity value of each voxel, it’s 3D gradient magnitude and the second derivative (obtained through eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix), all of which are popular features for traditional histogram-based TF design [16]. Our 6D feature set for each voxel consists of the following features:

- The $X,Y$ and $Z$ coordinates,
- the intensity value,
- the 3D gradient magnitude. The 3D gradient magnitude for each voxel is defined by:

$$ G = \sqrt{G_x^2 + G_y^2 + G_z^2}, $$

where $G_x, G_y$, and $G_z$ are the gradient values along $X, Y$ and $Z$ direction, respectively.

- The second derivative. This feature can be calculated from the Eigen values of the Hessian matrix [55]. The Hessian matrix can be defined as:

$$ H = \begin{bmatrix} I_{xx} & I_{xy} & I_{xz} \\ I_{yx} & I_{yy} & I_{yz} \\ I_{zx} & I_{zy} & I_{zz} \end{bmatrix}, $$

where $I_{xx}, I_{xy}, \ldots, I_{zz}$ are the second partial derivatives. The sum of the three eigenvalues
of this matrix $\lambda_1 + \lambda_2 + \lambda_3$ (where $\lambda_i$ represents one eigenvalue) roughly approximates the information obtained from the second derivative of the intensity values [55]. This sum value is used as a feature in our experiments.

All the features are scaled to fall in the interval of $\{0, 1\}$. Ideally, we would still like to emphasize the boundaries of materials over spatial similarity. Hence, the used features are weighted. For our experiments, we use a weight set of $\{0.5, 0.5, 0.5, 1.5, 3, 2\}$ for the aforementioned features. These values were picked by a trial and error method. For the trial-and-error process, the first three weight values were always set to 0.5. The weight values pertaining to the gradient magnitude and the second partial derivatives were changed within the range of $1 - 5$ with an increment of 0.5. The set of values that resulted in the best separation of clusters (assessed visually) were used. The trial-and-error process was only carried out for one dataset. It was observed that minor changes to these values does not have any adverse effect on the results. In fact, during our trial-and-error method the values in the close vicinity of the used set resulted in almost identical separation of clusters. As long as the boundary features (gradient magnitude and second partial derivatives) are reasonably emphasized, changes in these values does not significantly effect the result. Hence, we used the same set of values for all datasets.

### 3.4 SSOM Training

The training phase of the SSOM is similar to the classical SOM [17]. Let, the input space of $N$ voxels be represented by $\mathcal{X} = \{x_i\}_{i=1}^{N}$. Let, the SSOM be represented by $M$ nodes ($M << N$). Each node in the SSOM lattice has a corresponding weight vector $\mathbf{w}_i$. All these weight vectors together represent our SSOM space $\mathcal{W} = \{\mathbf{w}_i\}_{i=1}^{M}$. Each node also has a neighborhood associated with it. A neighborhood is a set of nodes consisted of the node itself and its neighbors. Let, the neighborhood set for node $i$ be represented by $\Theta^r_i$. Here, $r$ represents the neighborhood spread, $r = 1, \ldots, R$. $R$ is the maximum neighborhood radius, which is set to a value such that it covers half of the spherical space [50].

The input voxels are randomly introduced to the SSOM during training. For each voxel, a Best Matching Unit (BMU) among all the nodes is selected. BMU is the node which is closest to the input voxel according to some similarity measure. Euclidean distance is used as distance measure. The update step then takes place, where the weight vector of the BMU and it’s neighboring nodes ($\Theta^r_{BMU}$) are updated in a way so that they are pulled closer to the weight
of the input voxel. After training, the SSOM weight vectors are arranged in such a way that represents the underlying distribution of the input data (the voxel features in this case).

Besides using the traditional SOM parameters for training, a count-dependent control over how the winning node is being chosen is also used in our system [50]. This parameter is inspired from Frequency-Sensitive Competitive Learning (FSCL) [56]. FSCL addresses the problem of nodes of the lattice being under-utilized by introducing a measure of how frequently a node is being selected as the BMU. Each node has a count $c_i$ associated with it (see the Weight Update step below), which increases when the node wins. This count in turn is used with the distance measure to “penalize” the winning node i.e. increase its distance measure for the next input vectors [56]. This is especially necessary in our case because in a volume, typically there is almost $80\% - 90\%$ homogeneous regions. But the other $10\% - 20\%$ is usually more important, since they are the boundary voxels. Without a count-dependent control, the boundary voxels will be assigned to only a few winning nodes frequently. As a result, eventually homogenous regions will take over the whole map and important regions (boundaries) will not get enough map space to be noticed. In the Experimental Results section, we provide an analysis of the effect of count-dependent parameter on the clustering and the eventual rendering of a dataset.

The step-by-step training algorithm is described below:

- **Initialization:** The weight vectors of the SSOM nodes are initialized first. Random values can be used for initialization, but as pointed out by Kohonen et al. in [17], random initialization will take more time to converge. We have followed the initialization method stated in [17] i.e. initialize the weight vectors with values that lie on the subspace spanned by the eigenvectors corresponding to the two largest principal components of the input data distribution. As explained above, a count vector $\mathbf{C} = \{c_i\}_{i=1}^M$ [50] is used to keep track of the hits to each node. This vector is initialized to zero. This is used in the BMU selection step to prevent cluster under-utilization.

- **Training:** For each input voxel $\mathbf{x}$, do the following:
  - **BMU Selection:** Calculate the Euclidean distance of the voxel feature vector $\mathbf{x}$ with all the nodes as follows:

    $$e_i = (c_i + 1)\|\mathbf{x} - \mathbf{\omega}_i\|, \quad i = 1, \ldots, M.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.3)

    BMU is the node for which this distance is the smallest.
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**Weight Update:** Update the weights for the BMU and its neighboring nodes (defined by $\Theta_{BMU}^r$) as follows:

$$\varnothing = \varnothing + b(t) \ast h(s, r) \ast \|x - \varnothing\|,$$

$$c_{\varnothing} = c_{\varnothing} + h(s, r),$$

where $\varnothing \in \Theta_{BMU}^r$, $b(t) = \alpha e^{-t}$ and $h(s, r) = e^{-\frac{r^2}{2s^2}}$.

The functions $b(t)$ and $h(s, r)$ control the rate of learning and the neighborhood effect, respectively. $b(t)$ decreases in value as the iteration number $t = 1, 2, \ldots, T$ increases. It also depends on the learning rate $\alpha$. $h(s, r)$ depends on the neighborhood size parameter $s$, which is user controlled. $h(s, r)$ is a Gaussian function. The further a neighboring node is from a BMU, the less its weight will be affected.

As discussed before, the count-dependent parameter $c_{\varnothing}$ is increased here to prevent cluster under-utilization. Observing Equation 3.3 and Equation 3.5, we see that the BMU and its neighbors are penalized for winning by increasing the count. In the next update step, the distance measure with these nodes will be higher due to the increase of count. This ensures that one node (or its neighbors) does not win too many times, and the entire map is utilized [56].

- Repeat the training steps for a pre-defined number of iterations ($T$).

The main control parameters in SSOM training are the learning rate $\alpha$, the number of iterations $T$ and the neighborhood size parameter $s$. In case of volume rendering, we are dealing with a huge number of voxels (e.g., for a volume of dimension 256X256X256, there are over 16 million voxels). Among these voxels, only around 10 – 20% are boundary voxels, the others represent mostly homogeneous regions. For the voxels belonging to homogeneous regions, the features are very similar. As we will show in the experimental results section, for such high number of voxels with similar features, the SOM typically stabilizes reasonably within only 1 – 2 iterations. The $\alpha$ is set to 0.1 in our experiments. The neighborhood size parameter is set to $s = 2$, which is determined through trial and error.
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3.5 TF Representation and Exploration

After training of the SSOM is completed, the weight vectors associated with the nodes of the SSOM represent the underlying clustering of the voxels. We map this SSOM to a suitable TF in three steps: 1) present a color coded graphical representation of the SSOM, 2) provide the user with interaction options to select group interesting regions in the SSOM together, and 3) map selected regions of the SSOM to a suitable TF and show the rendering of the volume with the generated TF. Due to our GPU implementation, the user can see the rendering of the volume in real-time while interacting with the SSOM.

To color code the spherical lattice, the U-Matrix approach is used [50], which provides a visual form of the distance between the weight vectors of the nodes. For each node, the average Euclidean distance of its weight vector with the weight vectors of all the immediate neighboring nodes is calculated. These distance measures are then mapped to a color-map for visualization purposes. In this way, a homogeneously colored region will represent a cluster, while the cluster boundaries will incur a change in coloring. An important point to note here is that since volume rendering is an entirely perceptual process, it is not important to strictly define how many clusters we have or whether the cluster boundaries are very well defined or not. The important point is to color the SSOM lattice in such a way that intuitively interacting (explained below) with it will directly result in meaningful rendering. Representation of cluster densities in the form of color-map through U-matrix serves this purpose.

Our target is to keep the user interaction as minimum and efficient as possible. However, only the user has the domain knowledge to know what is important in the volume dataset. Therefore, we only leave the selection of voxels to the user. In our experiments, we use the third-level subdivision of the basic icosahedron (Figure 3.2) which has 642 nodes. For a typical volume, usually the user is interested in only a few groups (2-3) of voxels. For example, a CT scan primarily retains the bone structures. The user will ideally be interested in grouping the voxels based on different bone densities or regions. All our SSOM nodes correspond to some number of voxels (the voxels for which the node was selected as BMU). The U-Matrix based coloring represents existence of potential clusters, but we leave the final decision of grouping the nodes and defining them as a single group to the user. We provide the user with control to group the SSOM nodes together to define different group of voxels. The user performs this by dragging a rubber-band control on top of the visualized SSOM lattice. The user is immediately presented with an intermediate rendering based on basic pre-defined colors to provide a rough
idea of which voxels were selected as a result of his or her action. When the user is satisfied with the selection, he or she can define the current selection as one group, and do further selections for the next group. As soon as a group is defined, the rendering is updated to show the final result based on the properties of the voxels in the group and color harmonization. After a group is finalized, the visualization for it can be turned on/off temporarily through the user interface, so that the user can do further node selections without any hindrance.

For the intermediate rendering, since we do not have a definition of a group yet, we simply map the color channels to different features. One channel is mapped to intensity, while the other two channels are mapped to the 3D gradient magnitude. After a group is defined, the final color and opacity values are generated according to the rules described in the next section.

### 3.5.1 Color and Opacity Assignment

After the user defines the separate voxel groupings on the SSOM lattice, we generate the color and opacity values to create the final rendering. We’ve put special attention to the color selection of different groups. In most of the existing methods, the colors are often determined by adhoc assignment or personal preference [20]. Since volume exploration is a lengthy and complex process, visual aesthetics is very important. The contrast among the colors is also important to differ among different types of materials (voxel groups in our case) efficiently. Hence, we apply the theory of color harmonization [49] for our color assignment. Harmonic colors define sets of colors that are aesthetically pleasing to the user [49]. In [44], a color wheel was introduced in which color harmony is described across color hue values. A harmonic set is described by specifying the relative position of the colors on the wheel rather than specific color themselves. The harmonic colors are defined based on user evaluations rather than strict mathematical formulations. Based on this color wheel, several templates can be defined. Figure 3.3 shows the four templates we’ve used in our method, namely, Type V, Type L, Type T and Type X. All this templates can be rotated at arbitrary degrees to generate a new set of colors (please refer to [48] for the detailed specifications on these templates).

---

1The reader is encouraged to see the video demo at [http://goo.gl/Z4NJD](http://goo.gl/Z4NJD) for a better understanding of the whole process.
We use these templates to generate the hue values for HSV color space. We need separate hue value for each group of voxels selected by the user. We equally space the required hue values along the available hue range so that we’ve a visually pleasing result as a combination of all of them.

However, if we simply use one hue value for each user selected group, the details will not be revealed. For volume rendering, boundary enhancement is important to reveal the inner structures [16]. As a result, instead of using one hue value, we use a small range with one lower and one higher limit, $\xi_{il}^i$ and $\xi_{ih}^i$ for each group. For our experiments, the difference between $\xi_{il}^i$ and $\xi_{ih}^i$ is 5% of the whole hue wheel (or $18^\circ$). This still gives us enough hue range to space out all the groups (typically 2-3 as described before) reasonably around the hue templates.

The hue value for each voxel of each group is calculated by the following equation:

$$H_v^i = \xi_{il}^i + (\xi_{ih}^i - \xi_{il}^i) \ast F_v, \ i = 1, \ldots, Z,$$

(3.6)

where $Z$ denotes the total number of groups selected by the user. $F_v$ is the Gradient Factor and
is defined as:

$$F_v = \frac{G_v}{\max_{v \in X} G_v}. \quad (3.7)$$

Here, $X$ denotes the group that the voxel $v$ belongs to. $G_v$ is the 3D gradient magnitude for each voxel (defined in Equation 3.1). In this way, even for a single group, the hue values will have some variation based on the gradient value instead of having a single hue value assigned to all of them.

In the HSV color space, the $S$ and $V$ values are also very important to define a color. The $S$ and $V$ values respectively determine the saturation and brightness of the color. We generate the $S$ and $V$ values based on the understanding of the user’s perception [20]. Voxel groups that have a small spatial variance occupy a smaller viewing area compared to groups that have relatively larger spatial variance. We can intuitively assume that the groups with smaller spatial variance needs to have a more saturated color to highlight them properly [20]. Hence, we calculate the $S$ value for each voxel group according to the following equation:

$$S_i = \frac{1}{(1 + \sigma_i^2)}, \quad i = 1, \ldots, Z.$$  \quad (3.8)

Here, $\sigma_i^2$ represents the spatial variance of each voxel group.

Similarly, since the rendering results are usually viewed at a distance from the whole volume, we can assume that voxel groups closer to the center of the volume needs to be brighter so that they are not overshadowed by groups that are further from the center [20]. Hence, The $V$ value for each voxel group is calculated as follows:

$$V_i = \frac{1}{(1 + D_i)}, \quad i = 1, \ldots, Z.$$  \quad (3.9)

Here, $D_i$ denotes the distance of the centroid of the $i$–th group to the center of the volume [20]. By assigning the saturation and brightness values this way, we can assign more vivid colors to the voxel groups that are relatively more difficult to highlight.

The last parameter to define the full TF is opacity. Since voxel groups with smaller spatial variances are likely to be obstructed for proper viewing by groups with larger spatial variances,
we calculate the opacity values based on spatial variances. We also want to emphasize the boundaries to reveal the detailed structures. Hence, our opacity values for each voxel are calculated using the following equation:

\[ O_i^v = \left(1 - \frac{\sigma^2_i}{\max(\sigma^2_i)}\right) \cdot (1 + F_v), \ i = 1, \ldots, Z. \]  

(3.10)

Here, \( \sigma^2_i \) is the spatial variance of the \( i \)-th voxel group. \( F_v \) is the Gradient Factor as defined in Equation 3.7. Inspecting Equation 3.10, we can see that voxel groups with smaller spatial variances will be assigned higher opacity values. Moreover, all the opacity values will go through boundary enhancement by being multiplied by \( (1 + F_v) \). The opacity values are scaled to fall between 0.2 and 1.0 to ensure that none of the voxel groups become completely transparent.

After calculating the \( HSV \) and opacity values, we convert them into the final \( RGBA \) texture. The \( HSV \) triplets are converted into \( RGB \), and the opacity value is appended to generate the \( RGBA \) quadruples. This is passed to the rendering stage to generate the final rendering.

For the rendering stage, we use the Visualization Toolkit (VTK) [57]. The \( RGBA \) texture passed to VTK is rendered in GPU. As a result, the user can see the rendering changes in real time while selecting and assigning voxels into different groups.

### 3.6 Experimental Results

In this section, we provide detailed analysis and results of our proposed system on several volume datasets. We used five volume datasets [58], CT scans of a Foot, the Visual Male Head dataset, the Carp dataset, the Engine dataset and the Lobster dataset. Generally, volume datasets have a lot of vacant regions (air around the object). If we build the SSOM directly on the dataset, these regions will generate a misleading clustering. A simple region growing algorithm [59] can be used to separate the object from these regions first, where a voxel in the vacant region can be used as seed to separate the object from the background. However, the voxels in the vacant region typically have zero (or very close to zero) intensity values. Hence, a simple thresholding with a low intensity value can separate the background. In practice, the region growing option provides marginally better separation. But the thresholding method is several times faster than the region growing approach. Hence, in our experiments we opted for...
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the thresholding method to separate the object from the vacant regions. These separated voxels were then fed to the SSOM training algorithm.

After the SSOM training, the user is presented with a visual form of the spherical lattice color coded with the U-matrix approach as described before. The user can then perform selection/de-selection on the lattice, and the corresponding voxels are shown with an intermediate rendering. When the user is satisfied with the selection, he or she can assign the current selection as a group of voxels. This group is then assigned the color and opacity values according to the equations described in Section 3.5.1 for final rendering. The user can then move on and select new group of voxels. At each step of group definition, the rendering is updated to reflect the new color and opacity values. To see how simple and intuitive the whole process is, we highly recommend the reader to see the video demo (located at http://goo.gl/Z4NJD).

The video demo shows a brief walk-through of the whole system, especially emphasizing on the effectiveness of our color and opacity assignment techniques.

Figure 3.4 shows intermediate renderings of all the datasets when no grouping is performed (i.e. all the nodes are treated as a single group). Please note that the color assignments for these intermediate renderings are arbitrary. The color channels are mapped to different features and scaled to fall at random color regions to generate these renderings. These renderings are presented here to provide the reader with an idea on how these datasets might look without any voxel grouping or color processing. As we will show subsequently, our new color and opacity assignment based on color harmonization and the user’s perception can reveal the details easily and efficiently.

First, we demonstrate the effect of the count-dependent parameter defined in Section 3.4. As described before, due to the dominance of homogeneous regions in typical volume datasets, we need to make sure that the boundary voxels are getting enough map space. Hence, the count-dependent parameter is used so that cluster under-utilization is eliminated and boundary voxels are not overshadowed by other voxels [56].

Figure 3.5 shows the intermediate renderings of the voxels corresponding to the user selection, both with the count-dependent parameter and without it. As we can see, without the parameter, the voxels representing the inner structure of the bones are not converged into a cluster properly. Other homogenous voxels also become part of the selection and the rendering is unclear. By using the count-dependent parameter, the voxels can be grouped in a much easier way, and the user selection clearly corresponds to the inner structures. For this reason, we used the count-dependent parameter in our training algorithm.
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Next, we show the empirical convergence behaviour of the SSOM with the Foot dataset. As stated before, typical volume datasets have a small number of (around 10 – 20%) boundary voxels. The other voxels belong to homogenous regions, and have similar feature characteristics. As a result, the SSOM stabilizes very quickly, within 1 – 2 epochs. Perfect convergence is also not necessary for our system, as the final result is visual rather than quantitative.

Figure 3.4: Intermediate rendering of all the datasets without any voxel grouping or color harmonization.
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Figure 3.5: Intermediate rendering of the Foot dataset corresponding to user selection when the training is performed a) without the count-dependent parameter. b) With the count-dependent parameter.

Figure 3.6 shows a plot of the change in the weight vector as number of epochs increases [50]. This experiment was performed on the Foot dataset. The change in the weight vectors is obtained as a scaled distance between the current weight vectors and the previous one. As we can see, after Epoch 1, the change in weight vectors is not significant. The map does not necessarily converge, but we can say that the map is “stable” enough for our system, as the changes are only minor after the first iteration.
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Figure 3.6: Convergence characteristic of the SSOM for the Foot dataset.

Figure 3.7 show the visualization of the SSOM lattice for the Foot dataset after one and five epochs, respectively. As we can see, even visually the maps are almost similar with minor differences. This again justifies our claim that 1-2 iterations of the training algorithm is good enough for the stabilization of the map.

Finally, we show the usefulness of our system in action. Figure 3.8 shows the final render results of different voxel groups defined by the user. The voxel groups can be seen on the spherical lattice, with different groups of nodes separately colored (white, blue and black dots). As can be seen, due to high-dimensional feature clustering, the structures in the dataset can be revealed quickly and efficiently. Group 1 (corresponding to the nodes colored in white) reveal the inner structures of the bones, while Group 2 (corresponding to the nodes colored
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Figure 3.8: Different user-selected voxel groups and corresponding renderings of the Foot dataset. White, blue and black dots refer to Group 1, Group 2 and Group 3 (pointed out by the arrows), respectively.

in blue) emphasize the joints among the bones. All the other voxels are assigned to Group 3 (corresponding to the nodes colored in black), which roughly represents the outer layer of the foot.

The effectiveness of our color and opacity assignment techniques can be seen in Figure 3.9. Figure 3.9-(a) shows Group 1 and Group 2 together, while Figure 3.9-(b) shows all 3 groups together. As can be seen, due to using color harmonization, all these groups are distinguishable even when they’re rendered on top of each other. For this dataset, we used the T-type template (Figure 3.3) with default setting i.e. starting at 0°. Since our opacity assignment depends on the spatial variance (Equation 3.10), the inner groups of voxels are assigned higher opacity values (less transparent). Moreover, due to the use of boundary enhancement with gradient factor, the resulting renders are revealing the structures clearly.

Another interesting observation is the spread of the voxel groups selected by the user. In the map, the blue colors suggest the existence of a cluster, while a shift towards red denotes change of cluster. However, as we can see from Figure 3.8, Group 2 is defined around group 1 and on a red patch in general. Ideally, a perfect combination of SOM algorithm and feature set should separate the clusters very clearly. But as we stated before, volume rendering is a complex process and the principal quality assessment is how the user perceives the output. If we picked the voxel groups automatically based on cluster density, a desirable output will be difficult to achieve. But by leaving the final group definition as a user task, we provide the user
with enough flexibility, but hide the complexity of feature extraction, voxel correspondence, color and opacity assignments by making them automated. The only knowledge the user needs is the detection of a small cluster. Typically, a small cluster (blue patch) surrounded by a shift towards other clusters (red patches) suggest that a small group of voxels reside in this cluster which are different from other regions of the volume. So the user can work his/her way out from there and define the voxel groups as he or she wants to see it. With this flexibility, our system provides a robust platform to generate different kinds of renderings from a single dataset.

Figure 3.10 shows the results from our next dataset, the Visual Male head. X-type template with default setting (i.e. starting at 313.2°) was used for this dataset. Here, we see that there are two user-defined voxel groups. Group 1 (corresponding to the nodes colored in white) reveal the detailed skull structure. Group 2 consists of the other voxels to represent the outer layer (corresponding to the nodes colored in black). Here, the skull structure is of interest, which can be separated very easily through our system. Figure 3.11 shows the two groups on top of each other. Again, as we can see, due to our intelligent color and opacity assignments, the outer layer is more transparent and the nested features are still visible.

Figure 3.12-3.13 shows the results of the other datasets. These renderings were obtained with 2 user-defined groups and the following hue settings:

- **Carp**: L-Type hue template starting at 144°.
- **Engine**: V-Type hue template starting at 90°.
- **Lobster**: T-Type hue template starting at 18°.
Figure 3.10: Different user-selected voxel groups and corresponding renderings of the Visual Male Head dataset. White and blue dots refer to Group 1 and Group 2 (pointed out by the arrows), respectively.

Figure 3.11: Rendering of the Visual Male Head dataset (all groups together).
Comparing these results with the renders in Figure 3.4 (obtained without any grouping or automatic color assignment), we can see that the flexibility of user-defined voxel grouping on the SSOM lattice and the robustness of our automatic color and opacity assignment result in the exposure of detailed structures in all the datasets.

The size of each dataset, training times and number of training iterations used are listed in Table 3.1. Please note that the training of a SSOM has to be done only once for each dataset and does not effect the rendering process of our proposed method, which is required to be real-time. Also, as shown before, due to the high number of voxels with similar features, 1 – 2 iterations of training is good enough for stabilization of the map. Such low number of iterations is reasonable here, since the perfect convergence of map is not very critical, as long as we can have a color-coded SSOM where different cluster regions and the borders between them are visually distinguishable.
Table 3.1: The size of the volume datasets, number of iterations for training and the required SSOM training times (in seconds).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset Name</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Iterations</th>
<th>Training Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foot</td>
<td>256X256X256</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>442.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Male Head</td>
<td>128X256X256</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1524.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carp</td>
<td>256X256X512</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2395.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine</td>
<td>256X256X256</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>369.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobster</td>
<td>301X324X56</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>111.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To further strengthen the usability of our system, we conducted a user survey, where we compared our proposed system with an off-the-shelf traditional TF editor [60]. A point to note here is that to our knowledge, there is no existing method to quantitatively compare volume rendering techniques, since the final interpretation is user dependent. Some measures have been proposed recently to tackle this problem [61]. Even those measurements had to undergo extensive user studies [61] to justify their applicability. The problem with evaluation of volume rendering systems lies in the fact that there are too many different parameters from system to system to come up with a fair and viable comparison platform. Most of the proposed methods make use of their own unique interfaces to make the user interaction easier and more efficient. The TF generation process also varies significantly. As a result, we have resorted to the commonly accepted user satisfaction and efficiency as comparison tools [62, 63].

For our user survey, 10 users were carefully chosen to represent varying level of knowledge and familiarity with visualization tools and techniques. Users 1-5 are the most familiar with graphics tools and techniques. User 6-8 have had previous experience in using complex software tools, not necessarily graphics-related. Users 9-10 have little to no experience with similar tools. There were two phases in the survey:

- **Training**: In this phase, the users were familiarized with the interface of the systems. This phase was continued till the user was comfortable with the various options (e.g. selecting voxels, defining voxel groups in our proposed system and selecting points from histogram in the traditional TF editor).

- **Evaluation**: The users were provided with the raw visualization of the Foot dataset without any voxel grouping (Figure 3.4-(a)) and a reference image with three voxel groups (Figure 3.9-(b)). The task was to play with the different options in the system and gener-
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ate a similar rendering as the reference image from the raw visualization. In our proposed system, the color and opacity values are automatically generated through color harmonization. For the traditional TF editor, the user was free to choose arbitrary color and opacity values. Since the reference image was generated from our system, to be fair to the traditional method, matching the color and opacity was not a requirement, as long as all three voxel groups were distinguishable to a satisfactory level for the user.

During these two phases, the time required was recorded for each user (Table 3.2). After the evaluation, the users were asked to rate each system on a Likert scale [64] of 5, with 5 being the best (completely satisfied) and 1 being the worst (not satisfied). There were two categories for rating, the interaction with the system and the quality of the output.

Table 3.2 summarizes the results from this user survey. As we can see, our proposed method performs significantly better in all aspects. For the training phase, we see that all users needed more time to adapt to the traditional TF editor than to our proposed system. The time difference is especially significant in case of Users 9-10, who happens to be the least experienced with visualization systems. To interact with the traditional TF editor, you need some knowledge of histogram and color/opacity mapping. Since these users were not familiar with these concepts, it took them more time to adapt. However, our proposed system is simple and intuitive. No low level parameter is exposed to the user. As a result, the training for our system was faster. Even with other experienced users (1-8), we see that the training of our proposed system was faster.

In case of interaction time, we see that our proposed system could generate satisfactory output very quickly, while with the traditional editor it took more time. With the traditional editor, on top of histogram manipulation, the user had to assign the color and opacity values manually. As a result, it took longer to generate a satisfactory output.

The same improvements are noticeable in case of user ratings. We see that our system got an average rating of 4.4 for both interaction and output satisfaction, while the traditional system only got 3.35 and 2.95 respectively. The traditional TF was especially unsatisfactory in terms of output quality. This is expected, as the traditional editor only makes use of intensity histograms. Our proposed system uses high-dimensional features. As a result, the voxel groups can be identified easily and efficiently. In fact, the users were not able to differentiate the 3 voxel groups in the Foot dataset accurately with the traditional TF editor. As we can see in Figure 3.14-(c), the voxel group near the bone joints are not distinguishable. But with our
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Table 3.2: Times recorded for user training and interaction (in *seconds*) and the ratings (on a scale of 5) by the users for interaction and output quality (proposed method in **bold**).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Training Time</th>
<th>Interaction Time</th>
<th>Interaction Rating</th>
<th>Output Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User 1</td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 2</td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>4</td>
<td><strong>5</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 3</td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>4</td>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 4</td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td><strong>107</strong></td>
<td>140</td>
<td><strong>4.5</strong></td>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 5</td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5</td>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 6</td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
<td>130</td>
<td><strong>5</strong></td>
<td><strong>4.5</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 7</td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td><strong>140</strong></td>
<td>140</td>
<td><strong>4.5</strong></td>
<td><strong>4.5</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 8</td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td><strong>125</strong></td>
<td>105</td>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 9</td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>4</td>
<td><strong>5</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 10</td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>200</td>
<td><strong>4.5</strong></td>
<td><strong>5</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Proposed</td>
<td><strong>121.2</strong></td>
<td><strong>158</strong></td>
<td><strong>4.4</strong></td>
<td><strong>4.4</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>243.9</td>
<td>323.8</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.7 IMMERSIVE VISUALIZATION IN THE CAVE

We have also extended the proposed method to be usable in the CAVE automatic virtual environment [65]. Traditional 2D displays lack the realistic sense of depth and size. Lack of judgment in depth or size can result in erroneous interpretation by the end user [66]. Advanced 3D displays like the CAVE can provide a sense of immersion for a better analysis of the data.

The CAVE used in this system consists of 4-screens; left, right, front and floor. Each screen is operated by a driver, where each driver consists of a computer connected to a projector. Since our target is complete immersion where the user resides in the CAVE during the whole visualization experience, we will have to make the SSOM visualization part portable. Hence, we project the SSOM lattice on an iPad. Figure 3.16 shows the UI on the iPad screen. The server communicates with the iPad and listens for user selection of voxel groups. The server also sends the corresponding RGBA texture information to the drivers in real time. The drivers render the data correspondingly. The stitching and accurate placement of different screens together and the head tracking for the 3D glasses to provide an immersive experience is maintained by VR Juggler [67]. The rendering is done through OpenSceneGraph [68].

Figure 3.17 shows the immersive volume visualization process in action. As we can see, the user controls the voxel grouping through the iPad while experiencing the result of the visualization immersively inside the CAVE. This provides the user with a better sense of depth perception which, in turns, can result in better interpretation of the results.
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Figure 3.15: Overall system architecture for Immersive Volume Visualization

Figure 3.16: The SSOM lattice on the iPad

Figure 3.17: Rendering of the Foot dataset on the CAVE
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3.8 Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed a new intuitive way of data-centric direct volume rendering with the help of Spherical Self-Organizing Maps and color harmonization. The user interacts with the SSOM lattice to find interesting regions and group SSOM nodes together. The TF is generated using color harmonization and the user’s perception, which results in an aesthetically pleasing rendering where the detailed structures inside a volume are easily distinguishable. Real-time rendering of the generated TF on the volume dataset provides instant feedback to the user. The proposed system is intuitive to interact with and robust in nature, since any feature can be used with the SSOM lattice. Experimental results on five volume datasets verify the feasibility of our proposed approach. We have also extended the proposed method to be usable in the CAVE automatic virtual environment, which can provide the user with a better sense of depth perception and immersion.
Chapter 4

Novel Supervised Classifiers

4.1 Introduction

In the next few chapters we will lay down the basics to devise an image-centric approach towards volume rendering. In the image-centric approach, the user interacts with the image/slices of the volume data directly. Based on the user interaction, the volume rendering is generated. The image-centric approach gives the user direct control over which part of the volume is to be highlighted. Both data-centric and image-centric methods have their own pros and cons. A comparative discussion among these two approaches is presented later in chapter 5.

We planned a straight-forward image centric approach: the user selects some voxels from the volume slices; the system is trained based on the user selection and feature extraction. This training data is used to classify the rest of the voxels. Our automated color assignment scheme as discussed in the previous Chapter is then used to render the volume data.

It is apparent from the above simplified description that our image-centric approach will make use of supervised classification. Supervised classification is the task of finding a function which relates inputs and targets. The objective is to learn a model of dependency of the targets on the inputs. The ultimate goal is to be able to make accurate predictions of unseen input values. The non-linear classifiers have two stages [69]: (i) a fixed non-linear mapping transforms the data into a feature space and then (ii) a linear classifier is used to classify them in the feature space. The mapping is achieved through kernel functions [69]. There are two popular group of kernel-oriented methods. One is the class of classifiers based on the Kernel Fisher Discriminant Analysis (KFD) [70], the other is based on the Kernel Support Vector Machine
(KSVM) [71].

These two different groups of classifiers work on opposing philosophies [72]. The group of classifiers stemmed from the KFD are discriminant-based. The discriminant function is calculated based on the philosophy that minimizing the within-class distance while maximizing the between class distance will provide the best classification performance. The discriminant function is calculated through the use of between-class and within-class scatter matrices. Since the calculation of these matrices involve all the training data points, we can say that this group of classifiers make use of the “global” information available.

On the other hand, KSVM is based on the idea of maximizing the margin or degree of separation in the training data. There are many hyperplanes which can divide the data between two classes for classification. One reasonable choice for the optimal hyperplane is the one which represents the largest separation or margin between the two classes. KSVM tries to find the optimal hyperplane using support vectors. The support vectors are the training samples that approximate the optimal separating hyperplane and are the most difficult patterns to classify [71]. In other words, they are consisted of those data points which are closest to the optimal hyperplane. As KSVM deals with a subset of data points (support vectors) which are close to the decision boundary, it can be said that the KSVM solution is based on the “local” variations of the training data.

Since there is no prior way to know whether the global or local information will be most useful for classification, we attempt to combine these two classes of classifier. The basic idea is to incorporate the scatter matrices of KFD-based classifiers into the optimization problem of KSVM. Then, the scatter matrices can “guide” the direction of the separating hyperplane of KSVM into an optimum direction.

Based on some variations of this basic idea, we have proposed two novel classifiers. The first one is the Kernel Nonparametric Support Vector Machine Classifier (KN-SVM), which combines the Kernel Nonparametric Discriminant (KND) and the KSVM classifier. The same idea is used in the field of novelty detection [19] to devise our second classifier named Covariance-Guided One-Class Support Vector Machine (COSVM). These two classifiers are described in detail in the next two sections with experimental results comparing against other state-of-the-art classifiers. Finally, in the next chapter, our proposed KN-SVM classifier is used to devise a novel image-centric volume rendering approach.
4.2 Kernel Nonparametric Support Vector Machine (KN-SVM)

4.2.1 Motivation

The Nonparametric Discriminant Analysis in kernel space [73, 74, 18, 70, 75] (KND) is a more robust extension to the Kernel Fisher Discriminant Analysis (KFD) [70]. The advantage of KND over KFD is the relaxation of normality assumption [18]. KND measures the between-class scatter matrix on a local basis in the neighborhood of the decision boundary in the higher dimensional feature space. This is based on the observation that the normal vectors on the decision boundary are the most informative for discrimination [76]. In case of a two-class classification problem, these normal vectors are approximated by the $\kappa - NN$’s from the other class for one point. Although KND gets rid of the underlying assumptions of KFD and results in better classification performance, no additional importance is given to the boundary samples. In other words, the margin criterion (as calculated in KSVM) is not considered here. Moreover, it is not always an easy task to find a common and appropriate choice of $\kappa - NN$’s on the decision boundary for all data points to obtain the best linear discrimination [77].

On the other hand, KSVM only considers the support vectors close to the decision hyperplane to build the decision boundary [69]. It has been shown in the literature that maximum margin based classifiers like the KSVM typically perform better than discriminant (or average margin) based methods like the KND [78] due to their robustness and local margin consideration. However, KSVM can perform poorly when the data varies in such a way that data points exist far from the classification boundary [79]. This can be the case especially when the data is of high dimension. This is because KSVM does not take into consideration the global properties of the class distribution (as in the case of KND). This limitation of KSVM can be avoided by incorporating variational information from the KND which will control the direction of the separating hyperplane of KSVM. In that way we will have a maximum margin based classifier which is not sensitive to skewed data distribution like KSVM.

Several methods exist in literature which have addressed these issues inherent in discriminant based and maximum margin based methods. The ellipsoidal kernel machine was proposed in [80], where a geometric modification is proposed for data normalization by considering hyperellipsoids instead of hyperspheres in the classical KSVM method. Similarly, in [81], radius/margin bound has been used to iteratively optimize the parameters of KSVM efficiently. In [82], a kernel-based method has been proposed which essentially calculates the KFD scatter.
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matrices based on the support vectors provided by KSVM. While these methods were backed by experimental improvements, most of them are a combination of multiple locally optimal algorithms to separately solve the discriminant based problem and margin maximization rather than providing one algorithm with one unique globally optimum solution.

Although the method proposed in [79] is superior to the previously described methods in the sense that it is based on only one convex optimization problem, it does so by introducing new constraints to the optimization problem. New constraints means new Lagrangian variables [71], which in turns can degrade the computational time. The Gaussian Margin Machine proposed in [83] tries to find the least informative distribution that classifies training data correctly by maintaining a Gaussian distribution of weight vectors. The drawback with this method is the expensive objective function involving log determinants in the optimization problem.

We propose a novel KN-SVM model which combines the KND and KSVM methods. In that way, a decision boundary is obtained which reflects both global characteristics (realized by KND) of the training data in feature space and its local properties (realized by the local margin concept of the KSVM). Being a kernel-based model, KN-SVM can deal with nonlinearly separable data efficiently. Rather than introducing new constraints like [79], our method modifies the objective function of KSVM by incorporating the scatter matrices provided by KND. Our proposed model forms a convex optimization problem because the final matrix used to modify the objective function is positive-definite. As a result, the method generates one global optimum solution. Because of this global extremum, existing numerical methods can be used to solve this problem easily and efficiently.

We also show that our method is a variation of the KSVM optimization problem, so that even existing SVM implementations can be used. The experimental results on real and artificial datasets show the superiority of our method.

4.2.2 KSVM and KND

Let \( \mathcal{X}_1 = \{x_i\}_{i=1}^{N_1} \) and \( \mathcal{X}_2 = \{x_i\}_{i=N_1+1}^{N_1+N_2} \) are two different classes of data samples constituting an input space of \( N = N_1 + N_2 \) samples and the associated tags are represented by \( \mathcal{T} = \{t_i\}_{i=1}^{N} \), where \( t_i \in \{0,1\} \), \( \forall i = 1,2,\ldots,N \). Since real-life data has inherent non-linearity, KSVM tries to map the data samples to a higher dimensional feature space \( \mathcal{F} \), where linear classification might be achieved. Let, the two classes are mapped to higher dimensional feature classes \( \mathcal{F}_1 = \{\Phi(x_i)\}_{i=1}^{N_1} \) and \( \mathcal{F}_2 = \{\Phi(x_i)\}_{i=N_1+1}^{N} \) by the function \( \Phi \). Our target is to learn the weight vector
\( w = (w_0, w_1, \ldots, w_N) \) for functions of the form: \( y(x; w) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} f_i \cdot w_i + w_0 = \Phi^T(x_i)w + w_0, \)

where \( \Phi(x) = (f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_N) : \mathcal{X} \rightarrow \mathcal{F} \) describes the non-linear mapping from the input space to the feature space for the input variable \( x \) [69]. The kernel trick [71] is used in case when the dimension of \( \mathcal{F} \) is very high, where a kernel function \( K \) calculates the inner products of the higher dimensional data samples: \( \mathcal{K}(x_i, x_j) = \langle \Phi(x_i), \Phi(x_j) \rangle, \forall i, j \in \{1, 2, \ldots, N\} \).

In the feature space, KSVM tries to find the optimal decision hyperplane. The optimal hyperplane is the one with the largest margin, or, in other words, the plane which has largest minimal distance from any of the samples. Maximizing the distance of samples to the optimal decision hyperplane is equivalent to minimizing the norm of \( w \). As a result, this becomes part of the objective function. However, it might be the case that the problem is non-linear even in the higher dimensional space. To solve this, the margin constraint is relaxed or slacked. Also, a penalty factor is introduced in the objective function to control the amount of slack. This penalty factor is of the form of a loss function, usually a hinge loss function [71]. Incorporating all these, the KSVM optimization problem can be written as:

\[
\min_{w \neq 0, w_0} \left\{ \frac{1}{2} w^T w + C \sum_{i=1}^{N} \max(0, 1 - t_i(\Phi^T(x_i)w + w_0)) \right\}, \tag{4.1}
\]

Here, \( \max(0, 1 - t_i(\Phi^T(x_i)w + w_0)) \) is the hinge loss function [84]. For correctly classified training samples, this function does not incur any loss. For misclassification, the loss factor is controlled by \( C \). Since the weight vector \( w \) resides in the feature space, it cannot be calculated directly. Instead, the Lagrangian dual problem is solved [85]. The optimal weight vector for this problem is a linear combination of the data points and is of the form \( w^* = \sum_{i=1}^{N} t_i \alpha_i^* \Phi(x_i), \) where \( \{\alpha_i\}_{i=1}^{N} \) are the Lagrangian variables. The decision function for any test sample \( x \) is obtained by:

\[
g(x) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} t_i \alpha_i^* \mathcal{K}(x, x_i) + w_0^*, \tag{4.2}
\]

where \( w_0^* \) is computed using the primal-dual relationship [85], and where only samples with non-zero Lagrange multipliers \( \alpha_i \) contribute to the solution. The corresponding data samples are called Support Vectors (SVs). These points are the crucial samples for classification.
Therefore, KSVM considers only those data points which are close to the decision hyperplane and are critical to find the decision boundary. In other words, KSVM only considers the local variations in data samples. The overall distributions of the training samples are not taken into consideration. Incorporating some kind of global distribution (e.g., results from classifiers like KND) can provide better classification.

Before describing the Kernel Nonparametric Discriminant (KND) method, we introduce the Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) first. LDA tries to optimize the projection direction by maximizing the between-class distance while minimizing the within-class distance. The best projection direction $v^*$ can be described by the following optimization problem:

$$v^* = \arg \max_v \frac{v^T S_b v}{v^T S_w v},$$

(4.3)

where the within-class scatter matrix is defined as:

$$S_w = \frac{1}{N_1 + N_2} (N_1 S_1 + N_2 S_2),$$

(4.4)

where $S_1$ and $S_2$ are the covariance matrices for the two classes. The between-class scatter matrix is defined as:

$$S_b = (m_1 - m_2)(m_1 - m_2)^T,$$

(4.5)

where $m_1$ and $m_2$ are the empirical means of the two classes. Problem (4.3) can be solved by finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of $S_w^{-1} S_b$ [86]. $v^*$ is formed by the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue.

Despite being a popular method, the performance of LDA degrades when the underlying class distribution is not normal. In [18], the Nonparametric Discriminant Analysis (NDA) is proposed to remove the normality assumption in the LDA. The principle behind the method is to calculate the between-class scatter matrix of the LDA on a local basis. The NDA can be extended to the feature space $\mathcal{F}$ based on the ideas developed in extending the LDA to the Kernel Fisher Discriminant (KFD) [70]. We call this the Kernel Nonparametric Discriminant (KND).

Instead of calculating the simple mean vectors, the nearest neighbor mean vectors are cal-
culated to formulate the between-class scatter matrix of the NDA. In our feature space, this vector can be defined as:

\[
M^\kappa_m(\Phi(x_i)) = \frac{1}{\kappa} \sum_{j=1}^{\kappa} \Phi(x_i)_{NN}(j), \tag{4.6}
\]

where, \(\Phi(x_i)_{NN}(j)\) defines the \(j^{th}\) nearest neighbor from data point \(x_i\) of class \(m\). \(\kappa\) is the free parameter which defines how many neighbors to consider. This parameter needs to be optimized for each dataset. Now, let us define two matrices \(L_1(\Phi(x_i))\) and \(L_2(\Phi(x_i))\). We will use the kernel trick to formulate these matrices. In that case, the matrices are calculated on a component by component basis, where, a component of \(L_1(\Phi(x_i))\) is defined as:

\[
(L_1(\Phi(x_i)))_j = \mathcal{K}(x_j, x_i) - (M^\kappa_2(\Phi(x_i)))_j, \quad \forall i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, N_1\}, \forall j \in \{1, 2, \ldots, N\}, \tag{4.7}
\]

and a component of \(L_2(\Phi(x_i))\) is defined as

\[
(L_2(\Phi(x_i)))_j = \mathcal{K}(x_j, x_i) - (M^\kappa_1(\Phi(x_i)))_j, \quad \forall i \in \{N_1 + 1, N_1 + 2, \ldots, N_1 + N_2\}, \forall j \in \{1, 2, \ldots, N\}. \tag{4.8}
\]

With these formulations, the between-class scatter matrix in the feature space can be defined as:

\[
\nabla = \frac{1}{(N_1 + N_2)} \sum_{i=1}^{N_1} \Psi_i L_1(\Phi(x_i)) L_1(\Phi(x_i))^T + \frac{1}{(N_1 + N_2)} \sum_{i=N_1+1}^{N_1+N_2} \Psi_i L_2(\Phi(x_i)) L_2(\Phi(x_i))^T. \tag{4.9}
\]

Here, \(\Psi_i\) are the weighting functions to nullify the effects of samples that are far from the boundary. It is defined as follows [18]:

\[
\Psi_i = \frac{\min\{d(\Phi(x_i), \Phi(x_{NN}^{1i}))^T, d(\Phi(x_i), \Phi(x_{NN}^{2i}))^T\}}{d(\Phi(x_i), \Phi(x_{NN}^{1i}))^T + d(\Phi(x_i), \Phi(x_{NN}^{2i}))^T}, \tag{4.10}
\]
where $\gamma$ is a control parameter which can range from zero to infinity, and $d(\Phi(x_i), \Phi(x_{NN_j}^{\kappa}))$ is the Euclidean distance from $x_i$ to its $\kappa-NN$’s from class $X_j$ in the kernel space. $\gamma$ controls how rapidly the value of weighting function falls to zero as we move away from the classification boundary.

The motivation behind KND is the observation that essentially the nearest neighbors represent the classification structure in the best way. For small values of $\kappa$, the matrices in Equation 4.7 and 4.8 represent the direction of the gradients of the respective class density functions in the feature space [87]. If the weighting functions are not used, samples with large gradients that are far from the boundary may pollute the necessary information. Hence, these gradients with combination of the weighting functions form the between-class scatter matrix $\nabla$, which preserves the classification structure.

The KND does not make any modifications to the within-class scatter matrix. As a result, the formula for within-class scatter matrix $\Delta$ is similar to the KFD, and can be written as follows:

$$\Delta = K_1(I - 1_{N_1})K_1^T + K_2(I - 1_{N_2})K_2^T,$$

(4.11)

where $K_1$ is a $N \times N_1$ Kernel matrix for the class $X_1$ and $K_2$ is a $N \times N_2$ Kernel matrix for the class $X_2$, with

$$(K_1)_{nm} = \mathcal{K}(x_n, x_m),$$

$$\quad (n, m) \in \{1, 2, \ldots, N\} \times \{1, 2, \ldots, N_1\},$$

and

$$(K_2)_{nm} = \mathcal{K}(x_n, x_m),$$

$$\quad (n, m) \in \{1, 2, \ldots, N\} \times \{N_1 + 1, \ldots, N\},$$

respectively. $I$ is the identity matrix and $1_{N_1}$ and $1_{N_2}$ are the matrices with all entries $\frac{1}{N_1}$ and $\frac{1}{N_2}$, respectively.

With these definitions of $\nabla$ and $\Delta$, the KND method proceeds the same way as the LDA i.e., by computing the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of $\Delta^{-1}\nabla$. Since the higher dimensional feature space $\mathcal{F}$ is of dimension $N$, the matrix $\Delta$ is needed to be regularized before calculating the inverse. This is achieved by adding a small multiple $\beta$ of the identity matrix $I$ [70]. Hence, the
eigenvectors and eigenvalues of \((\Delta + \beta I)^{-1}\nabla\) are computed, and the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue forms the optimal decision hyperplane. If we assume that the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue is represented by \(Y\), then, a new sample point \(x\) can be projected onto the decision hyperplane by computing \(\sum_{i=1}^{N} Y_i \mathcal{K}(x_i, x)\).

The most significant advantage of the KND over the KFD is the removal of the normality assumption. Because of this, KND is a robust classifier which can perform better in case of real-life datasets. However, finding the optimum number of nearest neighbors is not an easy task. Also, KND considers the global variations in the data distribution by considering the \(k\)-nearest neighbors. Unlike the KSVM, the points that are crucial to classify (the local variations) are not given any special consideration. This can result in degradation of performance.

### 4.2.3 The KN-SVM method

It is clear from previous sections that both the KSVM and the KND approach the classification problem from different perspectives. As indicated before, the KSVM relies on local data variations while the KND uses global data variations. This set of information is crucial for classification, specially in case of real world datasets, as the data distribution is not known in advance. In our proposed KN-SVM method, we try to utilize both the local and the global variational information obtained from these two classifiers. Our objective is to keep the method close to the KSVM approach as much as possible, since the KSVM optimization approach is more robust than the discriminant approach of KND in the sense that it is less sensitive to data distribution or the small sample size problem. We modify the KSVM optimization problem (Equation 4.1) to incorporate the scatter matrices from the KND (Equation 4.9 and 4.11). Here, for simplicity, we treat the kernel function as definition of a set of basis functions, rather than as a definition of a dot product in some space [88]. Hence, the weight vector \(w\) can be defined as \(w = (w_0, w_1, \ldots, w_N)\). Similarly, the high-dimensional mapping of a data point \(x_i\) can be defined as \(\Phi(x_i) = (\mathcal{K}(x_1, x_i), \mathcal{K}(x_2, x_i), \ldots, \mathcal{K}(x_N, x_i))\).

KND computes \((\Delta + \beta I)^{-1}\nabla\) and takes the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue to form the optimal decision hyperplane. However, KSVM optimization problem (Equation 4.1) is a minimization problem. Therefore, we plug in \(\Delta(\nabla + \beta I)^{-1}\Delta\) into Equation 4.1. Note that here we are inverting \(\nabla\) as opposed to \(\Delta\) in KND, since it is a minimization problem.
Hence, our method can be described by the following convex optimization problem:

$$\min_{w \neq 0, w_0} \left\{ \frac{1}{2} w^T (\eta \Delta (\nabla + \beta I)^{-1} \Delta) w + \frac{1}{2} w^T w + C \sum_{i=1}^{N} \max(0, 1 - t_i (\Phi^T(x_i)w + w_0)) \right\}$$

If we compare this problem with Equation 4.1, we see that the first term is added to the optimization problem to incorporate the KND scatter matrices. The coefficient $\eta \Delta (\nabla + \beta I)^{-1} \Delta$ changes the orientation of the weight vector $w$ by incorporating global variational information obtained by the KND. The parameter $\eta$ is the key control parameter to find out the optimal weight vector orientation. $\eta$ can take values from 0 to $\infty$. The second term $\frac{1}{2} w^T w$ is the traditional KSVM term to retain the local variational information. For a more compact form, we can combine the first and the second term. As a result, the optimization problem for the KN-SVM has the following form:

$$\min_{w \neq 0, w_0} \left\{ \frac{1}{2} w^T (\eta \Delta (\nabla + \beta I)^{-1} \Delta + I) w + C \sum_{i=1}^{N} \max(0, 1 - t_i (\Phi^T(x_i)w + w_0)) \right\}$$

Problem (4.13) is a convex quadratic optimization problem. This is because the matrices $\Delta$ and $\nabla$ are positive-definite by definition (being the within-class and between-class scatter matrices). Moreover, the inverse of a positive-definite matrix is positive-definite [89]. So $(\nabla + \beta I)^{-1}$ is positive-definite. We also know that if two matrices $A$ and $B$ are positive-definite, then $ABA$ is positive-definite [89]. Hence, the term $(\eta \Delta (\nabla + \beta I)^{-1} \Delta + I)$ in Equation 4.13 is positive-definite. This clearly makes KN-SVM a convex optimization problem with only one global optimum solution. This is a significant advantage, since numerical methods can be used to solve our problem easily and efficiently while retaining the advantages of both KND and KSVM.

Figure 4.1 shows a (hypothetical) geometric interpretation of how our proposed method may achieve better classification results. For simplicity, we assume that the depiction is in the higher-dimensional feature space, where the data points are linearly separable. As we can see, the KSVM decision hyperplane is determined by the two hyperplanes $P_1$ and $P_2$. 
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Figure 4.1: Hypothetical Geometric Depiction of KN-SVM

$P_1$ and $P_2$ are the planes that contain the support vectors. Hence, the KSVM hyperplane is constructed considering only local variations in the data, i.e., the support vectors. The KND decision plane, on the other hand, considers the global variations in data when building the between-class scatter matrix. As a result, this plane differs from the one achieved through the KSVM. The hyperplane of our proposed KN-SVM method (depicted by a dotted line) is a balance between these two. By incorporating the scatter matrices of the KND into the KSVM optimization problem, we change the direction of the decision hyperplane. The amount of change of direction is controlled by the parameter $\eta$ (Equation 4.13). Theoretically, by properly tuning this parameter through cross-validation, better classification results can be achieved. As we see in our hypothetical depiction, two test points, $testa$ and $testb$ are presented to the three different classification methods. KSVM can only classify $testa$ correctly, while KND can classify only $testb$. By changing the direction of the decision hyperplane properly, our method can correctly classify both of these points. Although this is a hypothetical scenario but later we will observe from the experimental results that by reasonable parameter tuning, our method can provide better results.

4.2.4 Solving the Optimization Problem

Since our optimization problem is similar to the KSVM optimization problem, we can solve it in a similar way, i.e., by using Lagrange multipliers [71]. If the positive Lagrange multipliers are $\alpha_i$, for $i = 1, \ldots, N$, then, the dual of our KN-SVM problem in terms of Lagrange multipliers
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is:

$$\text{max} \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha_i - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i,j=1}^{N} t_i t_j \alpha_i \alpha_j \phi_T(x_i) \Theta^{-1} \phi(x_j) \right\},$$

s.t. \( \sum_{i=1}^{N} t_i \alpha_i = 0, \ 0 \leq \alpha_i \leq C, \ \forall i = 1, \ldots N, \) \hspace{1cm} (4.14)

Here, \( \Theta = \eta \Delta (\nabla + \beta I)^{-1} \Delta + I. \) Let, \( \{\alpha_i^*\}^{N}_{i=1} \) represents the solution to this optimization problem. Then the optimal weight vector \( \mathbf{w}^* \) can be found by using the following equation:

$$\mathbf{w}^* = \sum_{i=1}^{N} t_i \alpha_i^* \Theta^{-1} \phi(x_i).$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.15)

Also, the offset \( w_0^* \) can be found using the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions [90]. The final decision boundary of the KN-SVM for a test point \( x \) is:

$$y(x; w) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} t_i \alpha_i^* \phi_T(x_i) \Theta^{-1} x + w_0^* = 0.$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.16)

However, obtaining the KN-SVM solution this way requires an entirely new implementation to test this method. The following lemma gives us an easier alternative to implement this method:

**Lemma 4.2.1** The KN-SVM method formulation is equivalent to:

$$\min_{\mathbf{w} \neq 0, w_0} \left\{ \frac{1}{2} \mathbf{w}^T \hat{\mathbf{w}} + C \sum_{i=1}^{N} \max(0, 1 - t_i (\hat{\phi}_T(x_i) \mathbf{w} + w_0)) \right\},$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.17)

where

$$\hat{\mathbf{w}} = \Theta^{1/2} \mathbf{w},$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.18)

$$\hat{\phi}(x_i) = \Theta^{-1/2} \phi(x_i) \ \forall i = 1, \ldots, N$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.19)
and

\[
\Theta = \eta \Delta (\nabla + \beta I)^{-1} \Delta + I. \tag{4.20}
\]

**Proof** Substituting Equations 4.18-4.20 into equation 4.17 we get the original KN-SVM problem (Equation 4.13).

This lemma gives us a significant advantage from the implementation viewpoint. This essentially means that we can use the existing SVM implementations [91] provided we can calculate the terms \(\Theta^{1/2}\) and \(\Theta^{-1/2}\). This can easily be done through the help of eigenvalue decomposition of the matrix \(\Theta\) [92]. \(\Theta\) is a square matrix of size \(N \times N\) by definition. Let \(v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_N\) be the eigenvalues of \(\Theta\) and \(s_1, s_2, \ldots s_N\) be the corresponding set of eigenvectors. Let \(V\) denotes the \(N \times N\) diagonal matrix with all the eigenvalues as diagonal i.e., \(V_{ii} = v_i\). Let \(S\) denotes the \(N \times N\) matrix where the \(i\)th column is \(s_i\). Then we have:

\[
\Theta S = SV. \tag{4.21}
\]

Alternatively:

\[
\Theta = SVS^{-1}. \tag{4.22}
\]

Now, we can calculate \(\Theta^{1/2}\) and \(\Theta^{-1/2}\) as follows:

\[
\Theta^{1/2} = SV^{1/2}S^{-1}, \tag{4.23}
\]

\[
\Theta^{-1/2} = SV^{-1/2}S^{-1}. \tag{4.24}
\]

As \(V\) is a diagonal matrix, calculating \(V^{1/2}\) or \(V^{-1/2}\) reduces to just calculating \(v_i^{1/2}\) or \(v_i^{-1/2}\) for each eigenvalue \(v_i\), which is trivial.

After calculating \(\Theta^{1/2}\) and \(\Theta^{-1/2}\), we can compute the terms in Equations 4.18-4.20. After that, any existing KSVM implementation can be used to obtain the results from our method. In our experiments, we have used the KSVM implementation provided with MATLAB™[91]. The algorithm used to solve the optimization problem in this implementation is based on the interior-reflective Newton method described in [93].
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Table 4.1: List of parameters to be optimized for each method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>KN-SVM</th>
<th>KSVM</th>
<th>KND</th>
<th>KFD</th>
<th>Gaussian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weight Parameter (η)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nearest Neighbors (κ)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBF Width Parameter (σ)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KSVM Regularization (C)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.5 Experimental Results

In this section we evaluate the proposed KN-SVM method against four other contemporary classifiers, namely, the KSVM, KND, the Kernel Fisher Discriminant (KFD) [70] and the Gaussian method [18].

For kernelization of the data, we use the Gaussian RBF Kernel \( K(x_i, x_j) = e^{-\|x_i - x_j\|^2/\sigma} \). This kernel is proven to be robust and flexible [69]. Here, \( \sigma \) represents the positive “width” parameter. For KND and KFD, after finding the optimal eigenvector, Bayes classifier was used for conducting the final classification.

There are several control parameters for each of the methods we implemented. A summary of the parameters for each method can be found in Table 4.1. The parameter \( \gamma \) for KND (Equation 4.10) does not effect the results significantly and, hence, it was set to 1 throughout the experiments.

The Gaussian method fits the two classes to Gaussian distributions during training, and Naive Bayes classification [86] is used during testing. For this process, no parameter tuning is necessary, as the parameters are estimated during training. This classifier is included to tease out the advantages of using kernel mapping. Also, since the Naive Bayes classification assumes all the features to be uncorrelated [94], the advantage of considering the correlation among features while computing the weights (e.g. KSVM or KN-SVM) will also be apparent by comparing with this method.

The involved parameters were optimized using exhaustive search to try all possible combinations. Although the parameter optimization is a lengthy process, this needs to be done only once for a new dataset, and, hence, does not contribute to the actual classification performance. If the optimization needs to be faster, efficient methods like coordinate descent technique [95] can be used at the cost of a small degradation in accuracy values.

The number of parameters to tune for the KN-SVM method is 4, while it is 2 for KSVM.
and KND. It might seem that an accurate fit of the parameter values is necessary for KN-SVM to perform well, specially if we have a small training dataset. But as we will see from the results, KN-SVM performs better compared to other methods by tuning over a limited range of parameter values we have used (e.g. we use a set of only 20 \( \kappa \) values and 20 \( \eta \) values for parameter tuning to obtain the results of Table 4.2). Since this is a combination of KSVM and KND, the parameters compensate each other, and the fit doesn’t necessarily have to be perfect. Also, for small training set, we tackle the problem of poor performance due to inaccuracies in matrix inversion by adding a regularization term before inverting (Equation 4.12).

We have applied the classification algorithms on 11 real-world and artificial datasets. The datasets are obtained from the Benchmark Repository used in [96]. Namely, the datasets are: Flare-Sonar, Breast-Cancer, German, Heart, Banana, Diabetes, Ringnorm, Thyroid, Twonorm, Waveform and Splice. These datasets are obtained from the UCI, DELVE and STATLOG repositories [97]. Some of these datasets are originally multi-class. In such cases, some of the classes were (randomly) merged to convert it into a two-class classification problem. 100 partitions are then generated for each dataset, where about 60% data is used for training and the rest for testing [96]. For our experimental results, we randomly picked 5 out of these 100 partitions (5 partitions each for training and 5 each for testing). Additionally, we repeated this random picking process 5 times to achieve the average result. This randomness was introduced to ensure that no method has a coincidental advantage over the others. For parameter tuning, 5-fold cross validation on the training dataset was performed for each model (i.e. 4 out of the 5 picked training partitions were used for training and the remaining one for validation at each stage of cross validation).

Table 4.2 contains the average accuracy values and the standard deviations obtained over all the runs. We see that the KN-SVM method outperforms the KSVM, KND, KFD and the Gaussian methods in all of the cases except for Breast-cancer, where it is the second best. Since the KN-SVM combines the local and global variations provided by the KSVM and the KND, respectively, it can classify the relatively difficult test samples. Also, being a variation of the KSVM and KND, this method is free from any underlying distribution assumption, and, hence, can provide better results. In case of Breast-cancer, our method improves on the result provided by the KSVM, but falls behind the KND. Even in this case, better result might be achieved by testing with a different set of weight parameter (\( \eta \)) values. However, since theoretically the parameter can take any value from 0 to \( \infty \), the possibilities are endless. To reduce the time of optimization, we had to restrict ourselves to only a few values. Still, as we can see, these limited
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Table 4.2: Average percentage classification accuracy and standard deviation (in parentheses) of each method for the 11 data sets (best method in bold, second best emphasized). The last two rows contain the average cpu time for each method (in seconds) and the t-test confidence interval, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>KN-SVM</th>
<th>K SVM</th>
<th>KND</th>
<th>KFD</th>
<th>Gaussian</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flare-Sonar</td>
<td>67.7 (0.47)</td>
<td>66.9 (0.41)</td>
<td>67.1 (0.65)</td>
<td>66 (0.40)</td>
<td>51.4 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast-Cancer</td>
<td>78.9 (1.96)</td>
<td>77.4 (2.1)</td>
<td>79.3 (2.00)</td>
<td>77 (2.37)</td>
<td>72.4 (0.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>78.1 (0.40)</td>
<td>77 (0.38)</td>
<td>76.3 (0.68)</td>
<td>75.7 (0.51)</td>
<td>73.4 (0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart</td>
<td>86.5 (2.21)</td>
<td>85.4 (2.3)</td>
<td>81.7 (1.58)</td>
<td>82.9 (2.13)</td>
<td>84.3 (0.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banana</td>
<td>89.8 (0.25)</td>
<td>89.6 (0.29)</td>
<td>89.6 (0.22)</td>
<td>89.5 (0.20)</td>
<td>60.1 (0.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>78.6 (0.50)</td>
<td>77.7 (0.69)</td>
<td>75.7 (0.90)</td>
<td>77.3 (1.03)</td>
<td>75.2 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ringnorm</td>
<td>98.5 (0.04)</td>
<td>98.4 (0.04)</td>
<td>98.3 (0.03)</td>
<td>97.4 (0.07)</td>
<td>98.5 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thyroid</td>
<td>97.3 (0.6)</td>
<td>96.5 (1.02)</td>
<td>97.1 (0.64)</td>
<td>96.8 (0.49)</td>
<td>92.7 (0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twonorm</td>
<td>97.7 (0.04)</td>
<td>97.6 (0.05)</td>
<td>96.5 (0.32)</td>
<td>96.9 (0.08)</td>
<td>97.6 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waveform</td>
<td>90.7 (0.15)</td>
<td>90.5 (0.15)</td>
<td>89.3 (0.19)</td>
<td>90 (0.12)</td>
<td>85.2 (0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Splice</td>
<td>88.9 (0.41)</td>
<td>88.7 (0.38)</td>
<td>88.5 (0.41)</td>
<td>88.4 (0.36)</td>
<td>87.2 (0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg. time</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>97.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are good enough for almost all the datasets. This establishes the fact that our method can be used in practical applications. To measure the statistical significance of the results, we paired up the KN-SVM method with the other methods and performed paired t-tests on the accuracy values [98]. The paired t-test determines whether or not two paired sets of measured values are significantly different. The last row of Table 4.2 provides the confidence intervals (in %) obtained from the performed t-tests. This confidence interval quantifies the probability of the paired distributions being the same. The higher the confidence interval, the lower is the probability that the underlying distributions are statistically indifferent. As we can see, all the confidence intervals are almost 100%, which proves that the KN-SVM method indeed provides statistically significant accuracy improvements.

If we compare the results between the KND and KFD, we see that in some cases, the KFD provides better classification results than the KND. This is due to the fact that the optimal nearest neighbor parameter for the KND (the $\kappa - NN'$s) is not always easy to find. But since our method combines the KND with KSVM, the optimality of this parameter is not as crucial as it is in the KND.

We also see that the Gaussian method mostly provides inferior results compared to the other methods. This is because in the Gaussian process, the classes are being fitted to Gauss-
sian distributions. The Gaussian method also considers features to be uncorrelated [94]. These assumptions may not necessarily be true for most of these datasets. Also, there is no kernelization being performed in this case. As mapping to a higher dimension with kernel can make the classification problem easier to solve, the Gaussian process suffers from inferior performance.

The computational complexity of the KSVM scales with $O(N^2)$ for one iteration [69]. The KND and KFD scales with a computational complexity of $O(N^3)$ (dominated by the inversion of the within-class scatter matrix [99]). The Guassian method scales with the complexity of $O(NM)$ [100], where $M$ is the number of attributes (dimensionality) of a data point. Since there is no kernel mapping in the Gaussian method, it has the lowest computational complexity. KND, KFD and the Gaussian method requires only one run as there is no iterative process involved.

In the KN-SVM, the complexity for the inversion of $\Theta$ (i.e. $\eta \Delta (\nabla + \beta I)^{-1} \Delta + I$) scales with $O(N^3)$. However, this inversion process can be considered to be part of pre-processing, as it is needed to be done only once before start of the training. Therefore, the computational complexity of our proposed KN-SVM can be considered similar to that of the KSVM, i.e., $O(N^2)$ per iteration. This can also be seen from the obtained results (second last row of Table 4.2), where we see that the average computational time of our method is on par with that of KSVM.

4.2.6 Summary

We have proposed a novel classification method named KN-SVM. The KN-SVM method incorporates the local variational information from the KSVM and the global information from the KND. Being a combination of these two methods, KN-SVM is a robust classifier, free from any underlying assumption regarding class distribution. Our method is also capable of tackling the small sample size problem. Being a convex optimization problem, our method provides a global optimum solution and can be solved efficiently by using numerical methods. Besides, we have shown that our method can be reduced to the classical KSVM model so that existing KSVM implementations can be used. The experimental results on some benchmark datasets verifies the superiority of our method, where we compare KN-SVM with the KSVM, KND, KFD and the Gaussian method.
4.3 Covariance-guided One-Class Support Vector Machine (COSVM)

4.3.1 Motivation

In this section, we explore the application of the same philosophy of combining classifiers in the field of one-class classification. One-class classification, novelty detection, outlier detection or concept learning [101, 102] is the process of separating one particular type of data from the others. The difference with traditional two-class or multi-class classification is that only one class of data is available for training (deemed as targets). The objective is to distinguish any other data points from the targets. The “other” data points are typically called outliers. One-class classification is necessary for several reasons: 1) Outlier data may not be available or very costly to measure. For example, it is possible to measure the necessary features for a nuclear plant operating under normal circumstances. However, it is too dangerous or impossible to measure the same features in case of an accident. In this case, a classifier has to be trained based only on the data for normal circumstances (the target class). 2) In some cases, the available outlier data might be too small or badly sampled with unknown priors and ill-defined distributions [103]. 3) Another scenario where one-class classification can be of importance is the comparison of two datasets [103]. Usually, a classifier is trained on a dataset by a complex procedure. It will be beneficial if this training information can be reused. To solve a similar problem, the new dataset can be compared with the old dataset instead of repeating the whole training process.

For these reasons, one-class classification has found its application in several fields such as engine fault detection [104], medical diagnosis [105], nuclear testing [106], web page classification [107] and network intrusion detection [108].

The key limitation in one-class classification is that only one class of labeled dataset is available during training. The existing approaches use different techniques to estimate the necessary parameters to classify future data points as targets or outliers. Based on the techniques used, they can be divided into three categories; reconstruction based, density-based and boundary-based methods [109].

In reconstructive classifiers, a model regarding the data generation process is assumed first. In the training phase, the parameters of this model are estimated according to the target dataset. During classification, a reconstruction error for the incoming data point is calculated. The less
the error, the more accurate is the model. Examples of reconstructive classifiers are K-Means [110], Self-Organizing Map (SOM)[17], etc.

Density-based one-class classifiers are based on the estimation of the probability density function (PDF) of the target class [111]. The PDF is estimated through the training data using statistical methods. For example, a Parzen density estimator is used in [112, 113]. Gaussian distribution is used in [114]. After density estimation, thresholding is used to label data points as belonging to the target class or the outliers.

The boundary-based classifiers are built upon the idea of the traditional two-class SVM [71]. Instead of using the complete training data to estimate the distribution (as done in density-based classifiers), only the boundary data points are used to guess the area where the future target data points could reside. The boundary points around the target class are used to classify an incoming data point. Example of popular boundary-based one-class classifiers are the Support Vector Data Description (SVDD) [103] and One-class Support Vector Machines (OSVM) [19].

The problems with these existing categories of one-class classification methods are that none of them consider the full scale of information available for classification. In density-based methods, solely the overall class probability distribution is used. The first problem with this approach is that a large number of samples are required for density estimation. Also, this kind of methods estimate the density based on the training data. But the latter represents the area of available targets only, not the complete distribution. The true distribution is unknown and can be unpredictable for a real-world problem. Density-based methods only focus on high density areas [103], and reject areas with lower training data density, although they represent valid targets. This limitation can reduce the performance of a classifier.

On the other hand, in boundary-based methods, only boundary data points are considered to build the model. These points do not completely represent the overall class. Solutions to boundary-based methods are only calculated based on the points near the decision boundary, regardless of the spread the remaining data. In [79], it has been shown that solutions to boundary-based methods like OSVM can be misled by the spread of data, since these methods tend to separate the data along large spread directions. A more reasonable method would be to simultaneously make use of the maximum margin criterion [69] while controlling the spread of data [79].

Also, unlike multi-class classification problems, the low variance directions of the target class distribution are crucial for one-class classification. In [115], it has been shown that pro-
jecting the data in the high variance directions (like PCA) will result in higher error (bias), while retaining the low variance directions will lower the total error. Boundary-based methods do not put any special emphasis on these low variance directions. In fact, these methods preferentially separate data along large variance directions [79]. However, finding the optimal number of directions to retain is also not possible because of the basic bias-variance dilemma [116]. This dilemma arises from the fact that the estimated covariance is not accurate due to the limited number of training samples. Hence, we need to reduce the estimation error by taking projections along some variance directions. However, taking these projections before training will increase the total error (bias) since we are losing important characteristics from the training data. It is nearly impossible to find out the perfect projectional directions which will generate the lowest total error in case of all datasets.

The principal motivation behind our proposed method is to use the robustness of the boundary-based classifiers while emphasizing the small variance projectional directions. We want to use the maximum margin based solution while optimally controlling the projectional direction. However, we don’t want to lose any data characteristics by directly taking projections in specific directions before training. Generally, the estimated covariance matrix represents necessary information regarding the required variational directions. Hence, our approach incorporates the covariance matrix into the well-known One-class Support Vector Machine (OSVM) method [19]. The OSVM method is essentially a one-class interpretation of the classic SVM problem. We call our proposed method the Covariance-guided One-Class Support Vector Machine (COSVM) method.

In our proposed COSVM method, we plug the covariance matrix into the optimization problem of OSVM. The covariance matrix is estimated in the kernel space [70]. The estimated covariance matrix has the required information for all projectional directions, both along high variance and low variance. However, the OSVM optimization problem is a minimization problem. Hence, we can intuitively assume that incorporating the covariance matrix into the optimization problem of OSVM as an additional term will result in emphasizing the low variance directions. The additional term will essentially act as a penalty factor. The high variance directions will be penalized more than the low variance directions. Hence, after training, the weight vector will be adjusted in such a way that the low variance directions are assigned more weight (importance) than the high variance directions. This technique does not increase the overall computational complexity of the OSVM method. COSVM still results in a convex optimization problem with one global optimum solution which can be found efficiently using
existing numerical methods. The degree of emphasis on the covariance matrix can be elegantly controlled through one parameter only (details in Section 4.3.3). This provides a quick control over the bias-variance dilemma. The performance of our classifier can be tuned very easily by changing this single parameter. We also provide an analytical approach to tune the parameter.

Our covariance term is incorporated into the dual problem of OSVM. Exploiting the dual problem allows us to use the Kernel trick for efficient calculation (explained in detail in Section 4.3.3). Since COSVM keeps the basic formulation of the OSVM problem unchanged, it can be implemented through the existing OSVM packages with minimal coding. In fact, in our experiments, we have used the SVM-KM toolbox [117] for OSVM, and implemented the COSVM method with only a few additional external functions.

### 4.3.2 One-Class SVM

Let $\mathcal{X} = \{x_i\}_{i=1}^N$ represent the training dataset of $N$ samples. Since real-world data has inherent non-linearity, SVM-based methods try to map the data samples to a higher dimensional feature space $\mathcal{F}$, where linear classification might be achieved. Let, the target class is mapped to a higher dimensional feature class $\mathcal{F} = \{\Phi(x_i)\}_{i=1}^N$ by the function $\Phi$. In One-class SVM (OSVM)[19], the strategy is to learn a function $y$ that returns $+1$ in a small region consisting of all the training data points, and returns $-1$ for any other point. Mathematically, the target is to learn the weight vector $w' = (w'_1, \ldots, w'_N)$ and the offset $\rho$ for function $y$ of the following form:

$$
y(x;w') = \begin{cases} 
1, & w'^T \Phi(x) - \rho \geq 0, \\
-1, & \text{otherwise.}
\end{cases} \quad (4.25)
$$

where $\Phi(x) = (f_1^x, f_2^x, \ldots, f_N^x): \mathcal{X} \rightarrow \mathcal{F}$ describes the non-linear mapping from the input space to the feature space for the input variable $x$ [69]. In practice, $\mathcal{F}$ is not calculated directly. The kernel trick [71] is used to calculate the mapping, where a kernel function $\mathcal{K}$ calculates the inner products of the higher dimensional data samples: $\mathcal{K}(x_i, x_j) = \langle \Phi(x_i), \Phi(x_j) \rangle, \forall i, j \in \{1, 2, \ldots, N\}$.

OSVM tries to find the hyperplane that separates the training data from the origin with
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maximum margin. It can be modeled by the following optimization problem:

$$\min_{w' \neq 0, \rho} \frac{1}{2} w'^T w' - \rho + \frac{1}{vN} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \xi_i,$$

$$s.t. \quad w'^T \Phi(x_i) \geq \rho - \xi_i, \quad \xi_i \geq 0 \quad \forall i = 1, \ldots N.$$  \hfill (4.26)

Here, $\xi_i$ are the slack variables to the optimization problem. The solutions to this problem $w'^*$ and $\rho^*$ will result in evaluating the objective function of the form of Equation 4.25 to 1 for most of the training dataset. $v \in (0, 1]$ is the key parameter that controls the fraction of outliers and that of support vectors (SVs). It has been shown in [19] $v$ is simultaneously the upper bound on the fraction of outliers and the lower bound on the fraction of SVs. By controlling the value of $v$ in the training phase, one can control the confidence on the training dataset directly. If the training dataset is very reliable, $v$ can be set to a low value so that the whole training dataset is accepted. On the other hand, if it is not known whether or not the training dataset truly represent the target class, $v$ can be set to some higher value.

To solve the OSVM optimization problem, the dual problem is formulated first. We use Lagrange multipliers to find the dual problem [19]. By introducing the Lagrange variables, problem (4.26) becomes the following:

$$L(w', \rho, \xi, \alpha', \beta) = \frac{1}{2} w'^T w' - \rho + \frac{1}{vN} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \xi_i$$

$$- \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha'_i (w'^T \Phi(x_i) - \rho + \xi_i) - \sum_{i=1}^{N} \beta_i \xi_i.$$  \hfill (4.27)

Setting the derivatives to the primal variables to zero, we obtain:

$$w' = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha'_i \Phi(x_i),$$  \hfill (4.28)

and

$$\alpha'_i = \frac{1}{vN} - \beta_i \leq \frac{1}{vN}, \quad \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha'_i = 1.$$  \hfill (4.29)

Substituting Equation 4.28 and Equation 4.29 into Equation 4.27, we find the dual problem
of OSVM:

\[
\min_{\alpha'} \alpha'^T Q \alpha' \\
\text{s.t. } 0 \leq \alpha'_i \leq \frac{1}{\sqrt{N}}, \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha'_i = 1.
\] (4.30)

Here, for clarity, we have used the vectorized form of \(\alpha' = (\alpha'_1, \ldots, \alpha'_N)\). \(Q\) is the kernel matrix for the training data i.e.:

\[
Q(i, j) = \mathcal{K}(x_i, x_j), \quad i = 1, \ldots, N; \quad j = 1, \ldots, N.
\] (4.31)

Now, \(w'\) can be recovered using Equation 4.28.

As stated before, OSVM is a boundary-based method which only considers the boundary data points (SVs) to build a model of the training data distribution. The small variance projec-
tional directions do not get any special consideration, which can result in better classification performance. In fact, it has been shown in [79] that maximum margin methods like OSVM tend to separate the classes along the high variance directions. To keep the robustness of the OSVM classifier intact while emphasizing the small variance directions, we incorporate the covariance matrix into the objective function of the OSVM optimization problem, as discussed in the next section.

### 4.3.3 The COSVM method

The purpose of our proposed method is to provide more importance towards the low variance directions. We do this by incorporating the estimated covariance matrix of our target class.

Here, to avoid any confusion with the original OSVM as described above, we will use a different set of notations to derive our covariance term. For this term, we assume that the solution weight vector is \(w''\). Later when merging the covariance term with OSVM, we will unify the notations together.

The intuitive motivation behind incorporating the covariance matrix was based on the observation that the OSVM optimization problem is a minimization problem (Equation 4.26).
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The estimated covariance matrix of the training data contains all projectional directions, from high variance to low variance. We can assume that if we plug the covariance matrix into the optimization problem of OSVM, during the optimization algorithm, the components representing high variance projectional directions will be penalized more than components representing low variance directions. Hence, when the optimization problem is finally solved, the weight vector $w''$ will be adjusted in a way that low variance directions are emphasized more.

Before proceeding, we have to estimate the covariance matrix in the kernel space. Let, the covariance matrix in kernel space (or the “kernel covariance matrix”) is denoted by $\Sigma_{\Phi}$:

$$
\Sigma_{\Phi} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\Phi(x_i) - m_{\Phi})(\Phi(x_i) - m_{\Phi})^T, \quad (4.32)
$$

where $m_{\Phi}$ is the mean of the training data calculated in feature space:

$$
m_{\Phi} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \Phi(x_i). \quad (4.33)
$$

With this definition, we can naively try to incorporate the covariance matrix as an additional term $w''^T \Sigma_{\Phi} w''$ in the objective function of the optimization problem of OSVM (Equation 4.26) (with a little abuse of notation, please note that eventually when we merge OSVM with our covariance term, we will have one unified weight vector). However, there are two issues with incorporating the covariance matrix directly into the primal optimization problem:

- We want to keep the changes to the original OSVM problem as minimal as possible, so that the existing OSVM implementations can be easily used. The dual problem is the one that is solved through some optimization algorithm for OSVM, not the primal one. Hence, it makes more sense to incorporate the covariance matrix directly into the dual problem.

- Although Equation 4.32 provides a form of the covariance matrix in kernel space, this form is not directly computable. We have to use the kernel trick as described before to represent the additional term $w''^T \Sigma_{\Phi} w''$ in terms of dot products only.

Hence, we plug the covariance matrix into the dual problem rather than the primal one.
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Since the form of the kernel covariance matrix presented in Equation 4.32 cannot be directly integrated, we need to use the kernel trick to represent \( w''^T \Sigma \Phi w'' \) in terms of dot products only [70]. From the theory of reproducing kernels [118], we know that any solution \( w'' \) must lie in the span of all training samples. Hence, we can find an expansion of \( w'' \) of the form:

\[
    w'' = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha''_i \Phi(x_i). 
\]

Now our target is to find a form of \( w''^T \Sigma \Phi w'' \) in terms of dot products only. By using the definitions of \( \Sigma \) (Equation 4.32), \( m_\Phi \) (Equation 4.33) and the kernel function \( \mathcal{K}(x_i, x_j) = < \Phi(x_i), \Phi(x_j) >, \forall i, j \in \{1, 2, \ldots, N\} \), we can derive the dot product form as follows:

\[
    w''^T \Sigma \Phi w'' = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha''_i \Phi(x_i) \right) \left( \sum_{j=1}^{N} \alpha''_j \Phi(x_j) \right) \left( \sum_{k=1}^{N} \alpha''_k \Phi(x_k) \right)
    = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \alpha''_i \alpha''_j \Phi(x_i) \Phi(x_j) \Phi(x_k)
    = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \left( \alpha''_i \mathcal{K}(x_i, x_j) - \frac{1}{N} \sum_{l=1}^{N} \alpha''_l \mathcal{K}(x_l, x_l) \right) \left( \alpha''_k \mathcal{K}(x_k, x_k) - \frac{1}{N} \sum_{m=1}^{N} \alpha''_m \mathcal{K}(x_m, x_m) \right)
    = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \left( \alpha''_i \alpha''_k \mathcal{K}(x_i, x_j) \mathcal{K}(x_k, x_k) - \frac{2 \alpha''_i \alpha''_k}{N} \sum_{l=1}^{N} \mathcal{K}(x_i, x_l) \mathcal{K}(x_k, x_l) \right)
    + \frac{\alpha''_i \alpha''_k}{N^2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} \mathcal{K}(x_i, x_j) \mathcal{K}(x_k, x_l)
    = \alpha''^T QQ^T \alpha'' - \alpha''^T Q1_N Q^T \alpha''
    = \alpha''^T Q(I - 1_N) Q^T \alpha''
    = \alpha''^T \Delta \alpha''
\]

In the above derivation, the vectorized form of \( \alpha'' = (\alpha''_1, \ldots, \alpha''_N) \) is used in the end for simplification. \( Q \) is the kernel matrix as defined in Equation 4.31. \( I \) is the identity matrix and
1_N is a matrix with all entries $\frac{1}{N}$.

$\Delta$ is the transformed version of $\Sigma_\Phi$ to be used in the dual form:

$$\Delta = Q(I - 1_N)Q^T. \quad (4.36)$$

This form of kernel covariance matrix $\Delta$ is only in terms of the kernel function and can be calculated easily using the kernel trick.

To explain the motivation behind incorporating the covariance matrix further, we can expand $\alpha'^\top \Delta \alpha''$ as follows:

$$\alpha'^\top \Delta \alpha'' = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha'^\top ((Q)_i - M)((Q)_i - M)^\top \alpha'' = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( \alpha'^\top ((Q)_i - M) \right)^2 \quad (4.37)$$

Here $(Q)_i$ defines each column of the kernel matrix $Q$ (Equation 4.31) i.e. $(Q)_i = (\mathcal{H}(x_1, x_i), \mathcal{H}(x_2, x_i), \ldots, \mathcal{H}(x_N, x_i))$, $\forall i = 1, \ldots, N$.

$M$ is the “kernel mean”, which is an $N$ dimensional vector. Each component of $M$ is defined as [70]:

$$\langle M \rangle_j = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \mathcal{H}(x_i, x_j), \forall j = 1, \ldots, N. \quad (4.38)$$

We can see from Equation 4.37 that the term $\alpha'^\top \Delta \alpha''$ provides a measure of closeness of the projected data points in the kernel space [72]. The lower this term is, the closer the data points are. As a result, if we minimize our objective function with $\alpha'^\top \Delta \alpha''$ as an additional term, the low variance directions among the data points will indeed be emphasized.

Now we can incorporate it into the OSVM dual problem. To merge the two sets of notations for OSVM and our covariance term, we will replace $\alpha''$ and $\alpha'$ with a single notation $\alpha$. Hence, our target covariance term to incorporate into the OSVM dual problem is $\alpha'^\top \Delta \alpha$. However, a method to control the contribution of the covariance matrix is necessary since we still want a balance between the importance given to the kernel matrix and the covariance.
matrix. We control the factor by which the kernel matrix $Q$ and the covariance matrix contributes to the objective function through our control parameter $\eta$. The parameter should be used in such a way that changing only that value will provide a quick control over how the degree of emphasis should be spread between the OSVM part of our proposed method and the covariance matrix part. We can easily do this by replacing the term $\alpha^T Q \alpha$ in Equation 4.30 by our new term $\alpha^T \eta Q \alpha + \alpha^T (1 - \eta) \Delta \alpha$. The major changes are the inclusion of the parameter $\eta$ and the additional term with the covariance matrix.

With this replacement, our proposed Covariance-guided OSVM (COSVM) method can be described by the following optimization problem:

$$\min_{\alpha} \alpha^T \eta Q \alpha + \alpha^T (1 - \eta) \Delta \alpha$$

$$s.t. \quad 0 \leq \alpha_i \leq \frac{1}{vN}, \quad \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha_i = 1.$$  

If we compare this with Equation 4.30, we see that we are changing the objective function of the optimization problem to incorporate kernel covariance matrix $\Delta$.

The COSVM formulation tries to maximize the margin of the separating hyperplane while simultaneously minimizing the scatter of the data projected to the normal direction of the hyperplane [72]. The tradeoff, i.e. the extent of “contribution” of our kernel matrix $Q$ and the covariance matrix $\Delta$ in Equation 4.39 is controlled by the parameter $\eta$ which can take values from 0 to 1. A value of 0 results in ignoring the kernel matrix completely and optimizing based on only the covariance matrix, while a value of 1 results in the opposite. For real-world problems, a value in-between will strike the perfect balance between our kernel matrix and the small variance directions obtained through the covariance matrix. In this way, the problem with OSVM providing preferential treatment towards the high variance projectional directions [79] will be alleviated and the lower variance directions will be provided more importance. This in turns can result in better performance, as we will see from the experimental results.

The COSVM optimization problem from Equation 4.39 can be written in a more concise form as below:
\[
\min \alpha^T (\eta Q + (1 - \eta)\Delta) \alpha \\
\text{s.t. } 0 \leq \alpha_i \leq \frac{1}{\sqrt{N}}, \sum_{i=1}^{N} \alpha_i = 1. 
\]

The proposed method still results in a convex optimization problem since both the kernel matrix \(Q\) and the covariance matrix \(\Delta\) are positive definite \([119, 120]\). As a result, the solution to this optimization problem will have one global optimum solution and can be solved efficiently using numerical methods.

Fig. 4.2-4.5 show schematic depictions of how our propose method changes the direction of the separating hyperplane in the kernel space optimally in four different cases and how it can result in better classification results. These figures are presented to show the adaptability of COSVM to different cases where the optimal decision hyperplane lies in different variance directions.

Fig. 4.2 shows the case where the optimal decision hyperplane for the example target data is parallel to the direction of high variance. COSVM can easily adapt to this case by setting the value of the control parameter \(\eta\) to 1 which means completely ignoring the covariance matrix term in the COSVM method (Equation 4.40). As a result, the low variance directions will not be given any special consideration in this case. This shows that our method can only do better than the original OSVM method but not otherwise.

On the other hand, Fig. 4.3 is the case when the optimal decision hyperplane will be the one parallel to the direction of low variance. In this case, \(\eta\) can be set to 0 in COSVM, which will only consider the covariance matrix and ignore the kernel matrix (the OSVM term). As a result, the decision hyperplane will be aligned properly in parallel to the direction of low variance.

Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5 shows the general cases when \(0 < \eta < 1\). These cases are usually more frequent for real-world datasets since the optimal decision hyperplane is highly unlikely to be entirely parallel to the direction of low variance or high variance. We see that by properly tuning the value of \(\eta\), we can align the hyperplane in directions that will result in less overlap between the linear projections of the target data and the outlier data. In Fig. 4.4, the OSVM hyperplane (represented by dotted line) results in linear projections that result in some overlap between the example target and outlier data points (circled with dotted boundary). But due to
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Figure 4.2: Case 1: Schematic depiction of the decision hyperplane for COSVM when the optimal linear projection would be along the direction of high variance. Optimal control parameter value for COSVM in this case is $\eta = 1$.

The extra importance given to the lower variance directions, the hyperplane for COSVM (the solid line) is pulled towards the direction of low variance. As a result, the linear projections resulting from the COSVM method (circled by solid boundaries) does not result in any overlap at all. In Fig. 4.5 we see another case where COSVM actually results in some overlap. Still, by using optimal $\eta$ value, COSVM can reduce the overlap by a considerable margin when compared to the huge overlap from OSVM projections.

One important step for achieving better classification with COSVM is finding the appropriate value for $\eta$. Since in most cases, one-class problems do not have outlier examples, the value of $\eta$ can’t be tuned via cross validation. We use an indirect approach to optimize $\eta$ which will be explained in detail in the next section.
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Figure 4.3: Case 2: Schematic depiction of the decision hyperplane for COSVM when the optimal linear projection would be along the direction of low variance. Optimal control parameter value for COSVM in this case is $\eta = 0$.

Figure 4.4: General Case 1: The optimal parameter value lies in between 0 and 1 ($0 < \eta < 1$). The linear projection direction for OSVM (depicted by dotted arrows) results in overlap between the example target and hypothetical outlier data (circled by dotted boundary), while an optimally tuned COSVM projection direction (depicted by solid arrows) does not result in any overlap (circled by solid boundaries).
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Figure 4.5: General Case 2: The optimal parameter value lies in between 0 and 1 (0 < $\eta$ < 1). The linear projection direction for OSVM (depicted by dotted arrows) results in huge overlap between the example target and hypothetical outlier data (circled by dotted boundary), while an optimally tuned COSVM projection direction (depicted by solid arrows) results in much less overlap (circled by solid boundary).
4.3.4 Experimental Results

In this section, we present detailed experimental analysis and results for our proposed method, performed on both artificial and benchmark real-world one-class datasets, compared against contemporary one-class classifiers.

First, we provide an analysis of the effect of changing the value of $\eta$, our key control parameter (Equation 4.40). From this analysis, we decide upon how we will be optimizing the value of $\eta$ for a particular dataset.

Since there is no straightforward way to optimize the value of $\eta$ (e.g., cross-validation), we analyze the impact of changing the value of $\eta$ first. Based on that, we present the method of optimizing $\eta$.

To visualize the effect of changing $\eta$, we generated an artificial Gaussian 2D dataset consisting of 200 data points. We then trained our proposed method with different $\eta$ values. Since our main interest is to see the effect of varying $\eta$ values, we kept the original one-class control parameter $\nu$ fixed to a value of 0.2. Radial-basis kernel was used for kernelization of the data. This kernel is calculated as $K(x_i,x_j) = e^{-\|x_i-x_j\|^2/\sigma}$. This kernel is proven to be robust and flexible [69]. Here, $\sigma$ represents the positive “width” parameter. For this experiment, the value of $\sigma$ was set to 1. Please note that later when comparing COSVM with other methods, $\sigma$ was optimized first (Section 4.3.4). For this experiment, we only changed the value of $\eta$ and kept everything else fixed for analysis.

Fig. 4.6 shows the different target boundaries obtained with different values of $\eta$. Fig. 4.6-(a) shows the boundary when $\eta = 1$. Please note that $\eta = 1$ refers to the case of original OSVM (check Equation 4.40 for clarification). Similarly, Fig. 4.6-(f) shows the boundary when $\eta = 0$; completely ignoring the OSVM kernel matrix and only taking the covariance matrix in account. The other four figures (Fig. 4.6-(b-e)) shows the intermediate cases when $0 < \eta < 1$.

As we can see, for intermediate values, the target boundary is being “expanded”. This is because the intermediate values distributes the importance between the OSVM term and the covariance matrix. Due to considering the covariance matrix, the low variance directions are being assigned more importance. As a result, the target boundary expands in those directions.

However, we need to use a stopping criterion to find the optimum $\eta$ value. We use the fraction of outliers as our stopping criterion. The fraction of outliers is determined by calculating what fraction of the training samples are deemed as outliers by the constructed target
boundary. We use a pre-defined lowest fraction of outliers allowed ($f_{OL}$) as stopping criterion. For a new dataset, we keep slowly decreasing the value of $\eta$ (starting from 1) and observe the fraction of outliers. When it hits the value of $f_{OL}$, we stop and use the current $\eta$ value for that particular dataset. As we will see from the benchmark results, this method of optimization provides superior performance by providing a smooth control.

One important point to note here is that there is no direct interconnection between the value of $f_{OL}$ and the value of the OSVM parameter $v$. The OSVM parameter $v$ theoretically bounds the fraction of outliers from above. The fraction of outliers cannot be more than the preset value of $v$. On the other hand, $f_{OL}$ is a stopping criterion for optimization of $\eta$ which provides a lower bound on the fraction of outliers. There is no conflict between these two values, and they can be set independently to fit the purpose of the dataset to be trained. It is also not possible to provide any strict guidance on what these values should be set to. Even for OSVM, the value of $v$ can be set to any value between 0 to 1 [19]. For COSVM, we have the additional parameter $f_{OL}$ which can be set to any value between 0 to $v$ (setting it to a value above $v$ will not be beneficial since $v$ is the theoretical upper bound on the fraction of outliers).

Now we present detailed experimental results to analyze the performance of COSVM compared against contemporary classifiers. We have divided this section into several paragraphs under different headings for clarity; namely, description of the datasets used, the experimental model for impartial results, description of the classifiers to be compared against and finally, discussion of the results.

**Datasets Used:**

We have used both artificially generated datasets and real-world datasets in our experiments to test the robustness of COSVM in different scenarios.

For the experiments on artificially generated data, we have created several sets of 2D two-class data drawn from three different set of distributions: 1) Gaussian distributions with different covariance matrices. 2) Gamma distributions with different shape and scale parameters and 3) Banana-shaped distributions with different variances. Each class contains 500 data points. For each distribution, two different sets were created, one with low overlap and the other with high overlap. The overlaps were varied by tweaking the distribution parameters (e.g. for the Gaussian distributions, the means of the two classes were pulled closer for higher overlap). Fig. 4.7 shows the plots of these generated datasets. Each class of each dataset was used as target class and outliers in turns. As a result, we had a total of 12 datasets. (3 distributions X 2 overlaps X 2 classes).
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Figure 4.6: COSVM boundaries for different $\eta$ values, constructed from an artificial Gaussian 2D Dataset.
Figure 4.7: Artificial datasets used for comparison. The two shapes denote two different classes generated from a pre-defined distribution. Each class was used as target and outlier in turns.
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For the real-world case, we have primarily focused on medical datasets in our experiments, as medical diagnosis is one of the key fields where one-class classification is of utmost importance [105]. We have also included several large scale datasets [121] to compare the training times of COSVM with OSVM. A detailed description of the datasets used can be found in Table 4.3¹.

Table 4.3: Description of Datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset Name</th>
<th>Number of Targets</th>
<th>Number of Outliers</th>
<th>Number of Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Haberman’s Survival</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast Cancer</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver (diseased)</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver (healthy)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPECT Images (normal)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPECT Images (abnormal)</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene Expression (healthy)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene Expression (tumor)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>4361</td>
<td>2053</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein-1</td>
<td>7379</td>
<td>10387</td>
<td>357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein-2</td>
<td>3659</td>
<td>14107</td>
<td>357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein-3</td>
<td>4953</td>
<td>12813</td>
<td>357</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most of these datasets were originally collected from the UCI machine learning repository [97]. Since these datasets are originally two-class or multi-class, each dataset was divided into separate classes. Then one class was used as target class and the other ones as outlier. This process was repeated for all classes. Some of the target and outlier sets were too trivial to classify. We have omitted those sets from our results. We have also carefully picked the datasets to be of varying size and dimensions, so that the robustness of COSVM against different feature sizes is tested. As we can see from Table 4.3, the dimensions vary from 3 to 1908, while the training set sizes vary from 22 to 7379.

Experimental Model:

To make sure that the achieved results are not biased or coincidental, we created 10 different training and testing sets for each dataset (both artificial and real). To build a model, about 10% randomly selected data from the target class was removed first. The rest 90% was used as the

¹The first 9 datasets can be downloaded from http://prlab.tudelft.nl/users/david-tax. The last 6 large scale datasets can be downloaded from http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/~cjlin/libsvmtools/datasets/
training data. The previously removed 10% was added to the outliers and this whole set was used for testing. This approach was repeated 10 times to build 10 different training and testing sets. The final result was achieved by averaging over these 10 models. This ensures that the achieved results were not a coincidence.

For one-class classifiers, usually Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves are used as a measurement of performance [122]. The ROC curve is created by plotting the True Positive Rate (TPR) vs the False Positive Rate (FPR). ROC curve presents a robust measurement of the classifier performance. It does not depend on the number of training data points or outlier data points, it depends rather on rates of correct and incorrect target detection (TPR and FPR) [123]. To quickly evaluate the performance of a classifier, the Area Under the Curve (AUC) for the ROCs [124] are calculated and presented in our results (Table 4.4 and Table 4.5).

Classifiers:
Our proposed method was compared against the following six contemporary classifiers:

- **Gaussian**: As the name suggests, this classifier models the target data with a single Gaussian density, and uses maximum likelihood estimation for the mean and covariance matrix. A regularization term is usually added to the covariance matrix for high dimensional data. No parameter is needed to be optimized for this classifier.

- **Parzen**: The Parzen density estimation or kernel density estimation technique [125] typically uses a kernel function to estimate the probability density of the training data. Typically, the Gaussian kernel is used for this purpose. The width of the kernel is found through optimizing the likelihood on the training set using leave-one-out procedure [126].

- **k Nearest Neighbors (k-NN)**: This method uses the distance measure from the k Nearest Neighbors to decide whether an incoming data point belongs to the target class or the outliers. The majority of the neighbors decide the belonging class. The parameter k needs to be optimized, which can be done using the leave-one-out density estimation [127].

- **Support Vector Data Description (SVDD)**: The Support Vector Data Description (SVDD) [103] is a boundary-based one class classifier which tries to define the hypersphere covering the training data points which has the minimum volume. The kernel trick can also be used with this classifier.
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- **One-class SVM (OSVM):** Since COSVM was built upon OSVM [19], this classifier has been described in detail in Section 4.3.2. The key difference between OSVM and SVDD is that SVDD tries to estimate the boundary around the training dataset directly with a hypersphere, while OSVM tries to find the maximum margin hyperplane that separates the training dataset from the origin. In this sense, OSVM is more similar to the classical two class SVM. In OSVM, the origin is assumed to be the sole member of the second class.

- **Mahalanobis One-class SVM (MOSVM):** The Mahalanobis One-class SVM (MOSVM) [128] is an extension of the original OSVM algorithm where Mahalanobis distance is used as a measure instead of Euclidean distance to utilize the information available from data in the form of covariance matrix.

The k-NN, Parzen, Gaussian and SVDD classifiers were implemented with the help of DDtools [129]. For implementation of OSVM, MOSVM and COSVM, the SVM-KM toolbox was used [117]. The radial basis kernel was used for kernelization in SVDD, OSVM, MOSVM and COSVM. The kernel width parameter $\sigma$ is crucial for these classifiers. $\sigma$ determines what “scale” of data we will be using for training and testing. For smaller values of $\sigma$ the data may not scale very well. A good indication of not scaling well is the fraction of SVs obtained from training stage [104]. If all the data points are being considered as SVs, the scaling isn’t good and the classifier simply memorizes the data itself. Hence, a reasonable heuristic to optimize the value of $\sigma$ is this: start with a small value, keep increasing and observe the fraction of SVs. Accept the value of $\sigma$ for a particular dataset when the number of SVs does not decrease any further [19]. We do this separately for SVDD, OSVM, MOSVM and COSVM to find good values of $\sigma$ for each dataset.

Similar to our proposed method, the MOSVM has a control parameter $C$ to control the contribution of the covariance matrix [128]. However, unlike our method, the authors of [128] do not provide any clear guidance on how to set the value of $C$. Since cross-validation should not be performed in a real problem where outlier data is usually not available, we don’t have any easy way to find the optimal value of $C$. Also, the value of $C$ is not bound between 0 and 1 like our control parameter $\eta$. So, the search space to find optimal $C$ can be arbitrarily large. To get the best result from this method, we repeat all the experiments with $C = 10, 100, 200, \ldots, 1000$ and report the best results here (these values were picked by assessing the results reported in [128]). Although performing the experiments this way provides MOSVM with some unfair
advantage over the other methods, as we will see from the results, even then the COSVM method mostly outperforms MOSVM.

The method of optimizing the value of our control parameter $\eta$ was described in detail in Section 4.3.4. The parameter $v$ for OSVM, MOSVM and COSVM was set to 0.2 (Equation 4.26). The similar parameter for SVDD is called fraction of rejection which was also set to 0.2 through DDtools [129].

The lowest threshold for the fraction of outliers ($f_{OL}$) while optimizing $\eta$ was set to 0.1 (see Section 4.3.4 for details). It is important to note that setting different $v$ and $f_{OL}$ values for different datasets can result in even better performance for these particular experiments. However, we have set the same value of $v$ and $f_{OL}$ for all datasets because it is not possible to define optimal values for these parameters in case of a real-world setting since the future data points will be always unknown. For a practical application, these parameters can be adjusted and the system can be re-trained time-to-time if necessary.

**Results and Discussion**

Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 contain the average AUC values obtained for the classifiers on the artificial and real datasets, respectively. As we can see, COSVM mostly provides better results in terms of the obtained unbiased AUC values by averaging over 10 different models (details in Section 4.3.4). Specially in case of the real-world datasets, COSVM performs significantly better when compared to other methods in most cases. This strengthens our claim that by emphasizing the low variance directions with the incorporation of the covariance matrix, COSVM can indeed lead to improved performance. To further signify the performance enhancement by COSVM, we present some statistical measurements. We performed paired t-tests on the AUC values [98] by pairing up the COSVM method with each method at a time. The paired t-test determines whether or not two sets of measured values are significantly different. The last rows of Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 provides the confidence intervals (in %) obtained from the performed t-tests. This confidence interval quantifies the probability of the paired distributions being the same. The higher the confidence interval, the lower is the probability that the underlying distributions are statistically indifferent. As we can see, all the confidence intervals are high, which shows that COSVM indeed provides statistically significant accuracy improvements.
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Table 4.4: Average AUC of each method for the 12 artificial datasets (best method in **bold**, second best *emphasized*). The last row contains the paired t-test confidence intervals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>k-NN</th>
<th>Parzen</th>
<th>Gaussian</th>
<th>SVDD</th>
<th>OSVM</th>
<th>MOSVM</th>
<th>COSVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gauss. (low overlap)-2</td>
<td>98.12</td>
<td>98.17</td>
<td>98.02</td>
<td>97.62</td>
<td>98.20</td>
<td>98.33</td>
<td>98.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gauss. (high overlap)-1</td>
<td>94.04</td>
<td>94.04</td>
<td>94.04</td>
<td>94.23</td>
<td>94.23</td>
<td>93.82</td>
<td>95.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gauss. (high overlap)-2</td>
<td>84.17</td>
<td>85.30</td>
<td>86.32</td>
<td>84.53</td>
<td>85.18</td>
<td>85.43</td>
<td>86.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma (low overlap)-1</td>
<td><strong>99.55</strong></td>
<td>99.48</td>
<td>84.74</td>
<td>99.10</td>
<td>99.31</td>
<td>99.31</td>
<td>99.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma (low overlap)-2</td>
<td><strong>99.38</strong></td>
<td><strong>99.38</strong></td>
<td>85.27</td>
<td>98.85</td>
<td>99.29</td>
<td>99.29</td>
<td>99.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma (high overlap)-1</td>
<td>88.04</td>
<td>88.09</td>
<td>80.29</td>
<td>88.21</td>
<td>88.41</td>
<td>88.61</td>
<td><strong>89.11</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma (high overlap)-2</td>
<td>88.63</td>
<td>88.13</td>
<td>81.21</td>
<td>88.29</td>
<td>88.28</td>
<td>88.53</td>
<td><strong>89.91</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banana (low overlap)-1</td>
<td>95.60</td>
<td>95.89</td>
<td>95.40</td>
<td>95.89</td>
<td>95.71</td>
<td>95.80</td>
<td><strong>96.70</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banana (low overlap)-2</td>
<td>94.23</td>
<td>94.80</td>
<td>95.05</td>
<td>95.41</td>
<td>96.11</td>
<td>96.25</td>
<td><strong>96.74</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banana (high overlap)-1</td>
<td>84.06</td>
<td>84.59</td>
<td>82.90</td>
<td>84.00</td>
<td><strong>84.62</strong></td>
<td>83.91</td>
<td><strong>84.62</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banana (high overlap)-2</td>
<td>76.31</td>
<td>76.86</td>
<td>80.03</td>
<td>80.11</td>
<td>82.54</td>
<td>82.93</td>
<td><strong>84.82</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence</td>
<td>96.07</td>
<td>94.54</td>
<td>99.02</td>
<td>99.50</td>
<td>99.35</td>
<td>99.72</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: Average AUC of each method for the 13 real-world datasets (best method in **bold**, second best *emphasized*). The last row contains the paired t-test confidence intervals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>k-NN</th>
<th>Parzen</th>
<th>Gaussian</th>
<th>SVDD</th>
<th>OSVM</th>
<th>MOSVM</th>
<th>COSVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Haberman’s survival</td>
<td>43.33</td>
<td>44.26</td>
<td>51.36</td>
<td>56.93</td>
<td>62.85</td>
<td>62.37</td>
<td>68.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast Cancer</td>
<td>82.62</td>
<td>72.96</td>
<td>86.04</td>
<td>97.35</td>
<td>96.97</td>
<td>97.05</td>
<td><strong>98.00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical</td>
<td>36.83</td>
<td>40.02</td>
<td>64.66</td>
<td>81.38</td>
<td>82.65</td>
<td>82.12</td>
<td><strong>85.80</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver (diseased)</td>
<td>60.02</td>
<td>59.9</td>
<td>59.59</td>
<td>60.93</td>
<td>61.73</td>
<td>62.19</td>
<td><strong>65.16</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver (healthy)</td>
<td>50.34</td>
<td>49.69</td>
<td>50.76</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>60.63</td>
<td><strong>64.96</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPECT (normal)</td>
<td>84.28</td>
<td>96.45</td>
<td>93.90</td>
<td>92.32</td>
<td>95.29</td>
<td>96.21</td>
<td><strong>96.79</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPECT (abnormal)</td>
<td>19.74</td>
<td>41.29</td>
<td>26.39</td>
<td>57.95</td>
<td>69.49</td>
<td>68.85</td>
<td><strong>72.46</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene Exp. (healthy)</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>68.125</td>
<td>55.5</td>
<td><strong>72.81</strong></td>
<td>72.50</td>
<td><strong>72.81</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gene Exp. (tumor)</td>
<td>68.86</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>60.68</td>
<td>67.84</td>
<td>72.48</td>
<td>72.72</td>
<td><strong>74.6</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult</td>
<td>56.44</td>
<td>55.60</td>
<td>59.13</td>
<td>66.45</td>
<td>68.58</td>
<td>69.10</td>
<td><strong>72.96</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein-1</td>
<td>50.66</td>
<td>52.36</td>
<td>52.05</td>
<td>67.14</td>
<td>68.50</td>
<td>68.11</td>
<td><strong>71.6</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein-2</td>
<td>50.37</td>
<td>53.78</td>
<td>55.04</td>
<td>65.59</td>
<td>68.27</td>
<td>70.72</td>
<td><strong>73.91</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein-3</td>
<td>54.3</td>
<td>55.37</td>
<td>55.01</td>
<td>66.11</td>
<td>66.49</td>
<td>66.72</td>
<td><strong>70.07</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidence</td>
<td>99.97</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99.97</td>
<td>99.98</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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In general, we see that for real-world datasets (Table 4.5), the performance of k-NN, Gaussian and Parzen classifiers are poor when compared to the SVM-based classifiers (SVDD, OSVM, MOSVM and COSVM). This is because of the limitations inherent in these classifiers. Since k-NN classifies a data point solely based on its neighbors, it is sensitive to outliers [130]. The Gaussian classifier has some obvious limitations from the assumption that the underlying distribution is Gaussian, which is not always the case for real datasets. The Parzen classifier is prone to degraded performance in case of high-dimensional data or small sample size [131]. We can easily see this limitation of the Parzen classifier from the poor results on the Gene Expression datasets which has a very high dimension. The SVM-based classifiers are free from all these assumptions and, hence, leads to better result in majority of the cases.

However, in case of the artificial datasets (Table 4.4), we see that these three classifiers (i.e. k-NN, Gaussian and Parzen) are competitive with the SVM-based methods, sometimes even better. This is because the artificial datasets are generated from a pre-defined regular distribution. We see that the Gaussian method performs well for the cases where the dataset was generated from a Gaussian distribution, which is expected. It also performs comparatively well for the datasets generated from the banana distribution. This is because the banana distribution is actually generated by superimposing an underlying Gaussian distribution on a banana shape[132]. However, in case of Gamma distribution, it performs poorly since the distribution does not match with the assumption of the classifier.

We also see that for the low overlap cases (specially Gamma distribution), COSVM does not show any significant improvement, and is sometimes being outperformed. This can happen because in the low overlap cases, the SVM algorithm does not provide any significant advantage, and simpler algorithms like k-NN can perform well. However, in the high overlap cases, the improvement provided by COSVM is noticeable. These results match with the schematic depiction we presented in Section 4.3.3. As we have stated there, because of the importance we provide towards the low variance directions, the separating hyperplane in COSVM will be pulled towards the low variance directions and can reduce the overlap between targets and outliers that way. This is why COSVM improves upon the other methods in case of high overlap. Real-world datasets are expected to have overlaps. This is reflected in the results we got from the real-world datasets (Table 4.5), where the advantage of OSVM is more apparent than in the case of artificial datasets (Table 4.4).

In terms of comparison between SVDD and OSVM, we see that these two are quite competitive. There is no rigorous way to explain the comparative results between these two, as they
are built from different philosophies. However, if we compare the results with COSVM, we see that it is clearly the better classifier in almost all the cases. As stated before, COSVM puts emphasis on the low variance directions by using the kernel covariance matrix in the minimization problem. The balance of the emphasis obtained through optimizing the control parameter $\eta$ results in better performance.

The performance of MOSVM is competitive with SVDD and OSVM. However, in some of the cases MOSVM is outperformed by OSVM (e.g. Banana (high overlap)-1 in Table 4.4 and Liver (healthy) in Table 4.5). As discussed before, the MOSVM method performs inversion of both the kernel matrix and the covariance matrix, which can result in occasional inaccuracies [86]. It might also perform poorly because of suboptimal choice of the control parameter $C$, since no guidance for optimization or suggested range for the parameter value is provided in [128]. But in COSVM the covariance matrix is plugged into the OSVM minimization problem without changing the basic OSVM formulation. As a result, we see that COSVM can only perform better than OSVM, not worse.

In terms of training computational complexity, COSVM does not add any overhead on top of the original OSVM method except for computing the covariance matrix, which can be done as part of pre-processing and re-used throughout the training phase. The complexity for solving the convex optimization problem imposed by COSVM is $O(N^3)$, where $N$ is the number of training data points [19]. This complexity can be reduced by taking the simplicity of the optimization constraints into account [19]. There are also some existing algorithms for the two-class SVM which can solve the optimization problem in linear [133] or even sub-linear time [134]. In [133], a smoothed version of the so-called hinge-loss function of SVM is presented and then a gradient method is provided to solve the optimization problem. A stochastic primal-dual approach is presented in [134], which can achieve sub-linear training time for SVM. Since our problem is based on OSVM rather than SVM, these approaches are not directly applicable. However, they can be carefully adopted to be used with one-class problems, which can provide better running times for our proposed COSVM approach.

Table 4.6 shows the average training times per model for both the artificial and the real-world datasets. As we expect, COSVM performs almost as fast as OSVM, while providing the advantage of emphasizing the low variance directions.
Table 4.6: Average training times (per model) in seconds for OSVM and COSVM for the experiments on the artificial and real-world datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>OSVM</th>
<th>COSVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Artificial Datasets</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>0.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-world Datasets</td>
<td>1235.7</td>
<td>1246.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.5 Summary

We have proposed a Covariance-guided One-class Support Vector Machine (COSVM) classification approach. COSVM improves upon the One-Class Support Vector Machine (OSVM) [19] method by emphasizing low variance projectional directions of the training dataset with the incorporation of the covariance matrix into the minimization problem of the algorithm. A parameter controls the degree of emphasis, which can be tuned efficiently for optimum performance. COSVM does not sacrifice any important information and retains the robustness of support vector classification. The proposed method results in a convex optimization problem which can be solved efficiently with existing numerical methods to obtain a unique global optimum solution. Our proposed method does not change the basic formulation of the OSVM method. As a result, it can be easily implemented with the existing OSVM libraries. We’ve presented detailed experimental results on several artificial and real-world benchmark datasets, where we compare the COSVM method against six other contemporary one-class classifiers. The results show the superiority of COSVM which provides significantly improved performance over the other classifiers.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we explored the possibilities of combining distributional information from different groups of classifiers. We argued that both the global information available through discriminant-based classifiers like LDA and local information available through boundary-based classifiers like SVM are important to achieve good classification results. We validated our argument by proposing two novel supervised classification methods. The first one is the Kernel Nonparametric Support Vector Machine (KN-SVM) classifier, which combines information from Kernel Nonparametric Discriminant (KND) and Kernel Support Vector Machine
(KSVM). The second method was proposed for the field of One-Class Classification. The proposed Covariance-Guided One-Class Support Vector Machine (COSVM) incorporates the covariance information obtained from the training data into the one-class SVM classification method.

For both the classifiers, a control parameter elegantly controls the direction of the decision hyperplane so that optimal classification can be achieved. We have provided detailed experimental results on both real and artificial datasets, where we compare the proposed classifiers with the state-of-the-art. The results clearly validated our initial assumption that combining local and global information can indeed provide us with better classification.
Chapter 5

Image-centric Approach Towards Volume Rendering

5.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, we have proposed the KN-SVM classifier, which is a novel supervised classification method that combines local and global distributional information from the training data. In this chapter, this method is applied to develop a new image-centric approach towards volume rendering.

To recap, in image-centric volume rendering methods, the user directly interacts with the volume image/slices to select the regions he/she is interested in. The user selection is used as training data after feature extraction. The rest of the volume voxels are then classified accordingly, and a rendering of the volume is shown to the user. A big advantage of the image-centric approach is that the user will directly work in the image domain, which is already familiar to him/her. However, this has some drawbacks too. In the experimental results for our image-centric approach, we will present a qualitative discussion accompanied by a user survey where we compare our proposed data-centric approach and image-centric approach.

In our image-centric approach, the user is first presented with grayscale form of some slices from the volume data, where he/she can do simple selection on voxels to express his/her intention of how the volume should be classified. To further simplify the process, we carefully pick the most representative slices from the volume and only show those to the user. The slices are picked by sorting them based on image entropy, which provides a measure of information
present in one slice [135]. Once the user selection is completed, we treat the selected voxels as training data and extract some high-dimensional features. Our proposed KN-SVM classifier is then used to classify the rest of the voxels into different groups. The combination of global and local distributional information results in an accurate classification. Also, due to the robustness of the classifier, only a small number of training samples can provide excellent results, as we will see from the experiments. After the voxel classification, the classes are mapped to different color and opacity values automatically by using the concept of color harmonization [20] as we have done in our data-centric approach. This automated color generation scheme can generate easily distinguishable and aesthetically pleasing visualization of the underlying classes.

5.2 Proposed Method

Figure 5.1 shows the high level system diagram for the proposed method. As can be seen, the most informative slices of the volume are extracted and presented to the user. The user selects voxels and assigns them in different classes based on what he/she wants to see. Features are extracted from the voxels and used as training data for the proposed KN-SVM classification. The voxel classes are then assigned different color and opacity values based on color harmonization. The various modules of the proposed method are described in the next sections.

![System Diagram](image.png)

Figure 5.1: System diagram for the proposed method.

5.2.1 Slice Extraction

Since the user will perform selection operations on volume slices, we need to provide the user with the most informative slices. A typical volume can have thousands of slices (along X, Y or Z direction). We need to provide the user with the slices that contain the most variation,
since we can safely assume that these slices will contain all the structures that the user might be interested in [135]. For this, we calculate the image entropy of each slice. In general, for a set of $M$ symbols with probabilities $p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_M$ the entropy can be calculated as follows [135]:

$$H = -\sum_{i=1}^{M} p_i \log p_i.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

For an image (a single slice), the entropy can be similarly calculated from the histogram [135]. The entropy provides a measure of variation in a slice. Hence, if we sort the slices in terms of entropy in descending order, the slices with the highest entropy values can be considered as representative slices. To provide the user with more choices, the three slices with highest entropies along the $X$, $Y$ and $Z$ directions are shown to the user.

### 5.2.2 User Input

The user is presented with a GUI (Figure 5.2), which shows the three slices with highest entropy values in $X$, $Y$ and $Z$ direction. The user can then select different voxels and assign them to different classes, which will be treated as training data for the next steps in the method. As we can see from Figure 5.2, the regions assigned to different classes by the user are marked with different colors. The dataset shown here is the Foot CT scan dataset as we have used in chapter 3. The details of the datasets are also repeated in the experimental results section of this chapter. The objective with the foot datasets is to roughly separate the bones (Class 1), joints (Class 2), and the outer layer (Class 3) in the volume. Please note that although the number of training voxels seems small, our proposed KN-SVM classification method can classify the whole volume from a small training set reliably by combining both local and near-global distributional information as we have discussed in the previous chapter.

### 5.2.3 Feature Extraction

Unlike histogram-based methods, our approach does not restrict the feature dimension. Therefore, we can use a reasonably high-dimensional feature set. The features need to be picked carefully so that in the classifier stage, there is enough distinction between different classes. If we recall, in our data-centric approach (chapter 3 section 3.3), the features being used were
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intensity, 3D gradient magnitude, the $X$, $Y$ and $Z$ locations of the voxels and the second derivative. However, we have found that using the same features for our image-centric approach did not provide satisfactory results. The reason behind this discrepancy is the way the voxels are being classified. In the data-centric approach, the clustering process is unsupervised. But in the image-centric approach, the training voxels are picked by the user from the grayscale representation of the volume slices. Since the grayscale images are generated from intensity values alone, we have found that we need more emphasis on the local variances in intensity to capture the distinctive properties of each class. In other words, the intensity values of the neighboring voxels need to be taken into consideration. As a result, the average neighboring voxel values (in all three directions) are used as separate features in our image-centric approach. We have also found that due the strong localization capabilities of these intensity driven features, the $X$, $Y$, $Z$ locations and the second derivative value are not required to be included in the feature set to achieve satisfactory results. Dropping these redundant features, the 5D feature space for the proposed image-centric method consist of:

- the intensity value,
- the 3D gradient magnitude of each voxel, defined by:

$$G = \sqrt{G_x^2 + G_y^2 + G_z^2},$$

(5.2)
where \( G_x, G_y, \) and \( G_z \) are the gradient values along \( X, Y \) and \( Z \) direction, respectively.

- The average intensity value of the neighboring 8 voxels in \( X, Y \) and \( Z \) direction, respectively. The three average values along different directions are treated as different features.

These features provide us with reasonable localization of voxel attributes, which helps separating different structures in the volume in the classification stage.

### 5.2.4 KN-SVM Classifier

Our proposed KN-SVM classifier was described in detail in the previous chapter. It is motivated by combining the merits of both discriminant-based classifier such as KND [70] and the classical SVM. The KND calculates the within-class scatter matrix by considering the \( \kappa \)-nearest neighbors for each training data point. Thus it considers the “global” characteristics of the training distribution. On the other hand, SVM only considers the “local” characteristics (support vectors) to build the separating hyperplane. In KN-SVM, these two are combined by incorporating the within-class scatter matrix and the between-class scatter matrix \( \nabla \) of KND into the SVM optimization problem. The optimization problem of KN-SVM was derived in chapter 4 Equation 4.13. The equation is repeated here for reference (for details on the specific terminologies, please refer to chapter 4):

\[
\min_{w \neq 0,w_0} \left\{ \frac{1}{2} w^T (\eta \Delta (\nabla + \beta I)^{-1} \Delta + I) w \\
+ C \sum_{i=1}^{N} \max(0, 1 - t_i(\Phi^T(x_i)w + w_0)) \right\}. \tag{5.3}
\]

In this equation, \( \eta \) is the control parameter which dictates the amount of contribution from SVM and KND. By using an appropriate value of \( \eta \), we can control the direction of the separating hyperplane of the classifier and place it in an optimum way.

The value of \( \eta \) is set to 0.3 through experiments in the proposed system. This value was determined through trial and error. It should be noted that slight variations in this value does not result in any drastic change in the volume visualization. Since the problem can be multi-class, we have used the one-vs-one classification scheme with our KN-SVM method.
5.2.5 Color and Opacity Assignment

As discussed in this thesis before, manual color and opacity assignment can be a hindrance towards achieving good volume visualization. An automated coloring method is a necessary component.

If we compare our data-centric and image-centric approaches, we see that the principal difference is how the voxels are classified into different groups. Once this stage is passed, the problem essentially reduces down to color and opacity assignment to different voxel groups. Hence, we have opted for the same color and opacity assignment rules as devised in chapter 3 section 3.5.1. In short, the colors are generated by using color harmonization, which is a concept borrowed from arts [44]. The harmonic colors give us a set of aesthetically pleasing hue values which can be assigned to different voxel groups. The S and V values for the HSV color space and the opacity value are also derived from the user’s perception as described in Equation 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10 in chapter 3.

Once we have the color and opacity values, the visualization toolkit [57] was used for fast GPU-based rendering.

5.3 Experimental Results

The same 5 datasets used in our data-centric approach is used to evaluate the proposed method. The datasets are: CT scans of a Foot, the Visual Male Head dataset, the Carp dataset, the Engine dataset and the Lobster dataset. Details of the dataset are repeated in Table 5.1 for convenience. To speed up the classification process, we threshold these datasets with a value close to zero so that the air surrounding the actual data are not passed on to the classifier.

Figure 5.3 shows the result obtained based on the training data shown in Figure 5.2. Here, we see that our KN-SVM method can separate the bones, joints and the outer layer of the foot effectively. Figure 5.3-(b) shows that due to the use of intelligent color and opacity assignment, all three classes can be visualized at the same time and easily distinguishable.
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Figure 5.3: Results for the Foot dataset.

Figure 5.4 shows comparison between KN-SVM and the classical SVM (based on the same training data). The bones and joints are shown together. We can see the advantage of KN-SVM when compared to SVM. In the areas pointed by arrows, the SVM was unable to accurately separate the joints from the bones, while the KN-SVM method was successful. This shows the superiority of the combined approach in KN-SVM. Although the KN-SVM result may look noisy in some areas, the target here is to show the effectiveness in separating the bones and joints. The apparently cleaner output from SVM can actually mislead the user in thinking this is accurate.

The rendering results for the other datasets are shown in Figure 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7. All these rendering results were achieved by defining two voxel classes with our GUI. We can see that like our data-centric approach, the image-centric method can provide effective rendering results on these datasets easily and efficiently.

Figure 5.4: Comparison between KN-SVM and SVM.
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Figure 5.5: Rendering results for the Visual Male Head dataset.

Figure 5.6: Rendering results for the Carp dataset.

Figure 5.7: (a) Rendering results for the Engine dataset. (b) Rendering results for the Lobster dataset.
Table 5.1 lists the training sizes and times required for the KN-SVM method (both training and classification). This table reveals a key strength of the image-centric approach. We can see that with the image-centric approach, rendering results can be obtained very quickly without any pre-processing. If we compare the total time with our data-centric approach, we can see that with the data-centric approach, a dataset has to go through the training process at least once, which can take significant amount of time. But with our image-centric approach, a new dataset can be loaded immediately and worked on to achieve satisfactory results quickly and efficiently. We also see the power of the proposed KN-SVM method. From Table 5.1 it can be seen that compared to the whole volume, the number of training voxels is very small. Due to combining the local and global information from the training data, the KN-SVM method can provide satisfactory results even with such a small number of training samples.

Table 5.1: Dataset details and required times (in \textit{seconds}).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th># Training Samples</th>
<th>Total Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Foot</td>
<td>256X256X256</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>12.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Male Head</td>
<td>128X256X256</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carp</td>
<td>256X256X512</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>4.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine</td>
<td>256X256X256</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>1.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lobster</td>
<td>301X324X56</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3.1 Comparison between Data-Centric and Image-Centric Approaches

The data-centric and image-centric approaches are different in principle. As discussed before, volume visualization is mostly a qualitative method. The most important aspect is the user's satisfaction. Hence, we have performed the same user survey as presented in Section 3.6 for the image-centric method. Table 3.2 is reproduced here with the results for our image-centric method appended.

The user survey (Table 5.2) revealed some interesting pros and cons of both the data-centric and image-centric approaches. We can see that in general, the image-centric method is much faster in terms of both training and interaction time. This is because the image-centric method is simpler. The user directly works in the image domain, there is no need to explain any clustering or histogram techniques.
However, we can see that the users rated the image-centric approach much lower than the data-centric one. With the data-centric approach, we can cluster the voxel features and show interesting regions in the cluster domain. Due to high-dimensional clustering, this domain might be able to convey the information available in the volume more concisely. In the image domain, the user typically works on grayscale representation of the volume slices. Although in later stages higher-dimensional features are being used for classification, the training data is selected from the slice representations only. The user might miss some regions that are not apparent until a higher-dimensional clustering is done. Also, the users in general felt that the image-centric approach did not give them the granular level of control that the data-centric approach could provide. In the data-centric approach, they could immediately see which voxels were being selected before the voxel group was defined. But in the image-centric approach, the render was only shown after the voxel group definition is finalized. To summarize, the obvious advantage of image-centric approach is the speed and efficiency in generating a render. But the render might not be as good in quality as can be done in the data-centric approach.
Table 5.2: Times recorded for user training and interaction (in seconds) and the ratings (on a scale of 5) by the users for interaction and output quality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User</th>
<th>System</th>
<th>Training Time</th>
<th>Interaction Time</th>
<th>Interaction Rating</th>
<th>Output Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User 1</td>
<td>Data-centric</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Image-centric</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 2</td>
<td>Data-centric</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Image-centric</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 3</td>
<td>Data-centric</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Image-centric</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 4</td>
<td>Data-centric</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Image-centric</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 5</td>
<td>Data-centric</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Image-centric</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 6</td>
<td>Data-centric</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Image-centric</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 7</td>
<td>Data-centric</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Image-centric</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 8</td>
<td>Data-centric</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Image-centric</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 9</td>
<td>Data-centric</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Image-centric</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User 10</td>
<td>Data-centric</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Image-centric</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Data-centric</td>
<td>121.2</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Image-centric</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Traditional</td>
<td>243.9</td>
<td>323.8</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.4 Summary

In this chapter we have proposed a new image-centric volume visualization approach where the user directly interacts with the data to select interesting structures. Treating the user input as training data, the KN-SVM classifier combined with the concept of color harmonization can generate accurate output showing easily distinguishable structures with aesthetically pleasing colors. Experimental results on several datasets have shown the effectiveness and efficiency of the system. We have also presented a comparative user survey where the advantages and disadvantages of our proposed data-centric and image-centric volume rendering approaches are discussed.
Chapter 6

Information-Assisted Visual Evaluation for Physical Rehabilitation

6.1 Introduction

Until now the thesis has mainly focused on the field of volume rendering and explored the potential of applying novel machine learning techniques to ease the user interaction process. To further explore the power of combining machine learning technologies with intelligent visual interfaces, we investigate the application of information-assisted visualization to the field of physical rehabilitation in this chapter. To our knowledge, this is the first physical rehabilitation method that employs visual elements into the feedback system.

Physical therapy is a popular form of rehabilitation for treatment of patients with different types of medical conditions, such as stroke and Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) [136]. The therapy sessions are usually conducted in-person with the patient following the instructions of a supervising medical officer.

However, several problems arise from in-person physical therapy:

- the patient needs to find a slot in the typically packed schedule of clinics and hospitals [137];

- in a session with several patients, the continuous monitoring and feedback is generally impractical [138];
• the feedback from a supervisor is only qualitative – there is no way to measure the performance (i.e. recovery rate) of the patient [138].

Hence, there is a need for automated methods that can provide a patient with in-home self-rehabilitation and can evaluate performance without the help of a supervisor. Besides medical rehabilitation, this kind of evaluation process can also be used in social scenarios, such as dance performance evaluation [139] and general physical fitness training.

Camera and marker based motion capture modules have been used in clinics to evaluate the performance of patients [138, 140, 141]. However, these systems need expensive equipment and elaborate setup, none of which are feasible in a home setting [136]. An alternative for home based rehabilitation is to utilize recently released RGB-D devices like the Nintendo Wii or Microsoft Kinect [142, 143]. The Kinect system is particularly useful for such an evaluation platform because of its ability to accurately differentiate particular joint movements. Using a randomized decision forest algorithm, the Kinect can automatically determine the joint centers of the body in real-time [144]. The joint-based representation acquired by Kinect has been tested against conventional motion capture systems and was found to have potential benefits in the clinical setting [145]. Hence we use the Kinect as the RGB-D device of choice in the proposed method.

After extracting the skeletal feature data, the process focuses on time series comparison. We have two sequences (set of features), one from the user and one from the expert. Our target is to use a distance measure to find out how similar the sequences are. Please note that the problem here is different from the more popular gesture recognition problem which aims to classify a gesture into one of many pre-defined classes. We instead want to provide feedback on how the user is performing with respect to the given expert. Toward this end, what we need is an effective distance measure that can be calculated in real-time.

Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) is a popular algorithm to measure the similarity between two different sequences [146]. DTW can measure the distance between sequences of varying speed. The two time series are aligned by local deformation in the time axis through pre-defined step patterns. Due to its flexibility in terms of feature space and alignment rules, DTW is popular in various fields such as gesture recognition [147], speech processing [148], medical imaging [149], and music analysis [150, 151].

However, directly applying DTW in the proposed process would require the two sequences to be available in their complete form [137]. Besides, the DTW algorithm in its original form
is not fast enough to provide real-time feedback. Hence, the user would not be able to receive real-time feedback during his/her performance. We propose an Incremental DTW (IDTW) algorithm which can tackle the aforementioned issues of the classic DTW. The IDTW extends the classic DTW in two ways: 1) by calculating the distance score in such a way that an incomplete sequence can be properly compared with a complete sequence [137] and 2) by optimizing the computational time through reusing already calculated components in the DTW algorithm.

The last problem is to convey the feedback to the user. DTW provides us with a single distance measure, which represents the gross similarity score between the user sequence and the expert sequence. However, a single number may not be enough for a user to assess his or her particular limitations. Rather than using a number, the method will be more useful if the information can be communicated visually. This is where IAV comes into play. We have developed a novel way to easily convey performance measures, which we call “information-assisted visual evaluation”. The idea is to visualize performance feedback using a skeleton silhouette. The IDTW is calculated separately for each joint. Then, the IDTW scores are mapped to a color table through an exponential function. This color table is used to render the colored skeleton silhouette, where the color of a limb represents the IDTW distance (i.e. how well the user is performing for that limb). In this way, a quick glance at the skeleton silhouette allows the user to easily and meaningfully assess where he/she is going wrong instead of trying to guess it from a single number.

### 6.2 Related Work

Automated physical rehabilitation methods have received a considerable amount of attention recently. Most of the proposed methods in the literature are based on the popular marker based motion capture approach. A physical therapy evaluation method based on wearable motion sensing units is presented in [138]. The physical exercise movements are divided into template signals. Then a multi-template multi-match DTW algorithm is used to evaluate a particular exercise. The problem with this approach is that the user receives feedback only when the exercise is completed. There is no way to evaluate his/her performance in real-time. Moreover, the correct and incorrect execution templates of the given patient have to be recorded under the supervision of an expert for the method to work properly, since the evaluation stage in this
method is essentially a classification problem. As a result, the physical presence of the patient is required.

A shape theoretic framework based on a single marker is proposed in [140]. A marker is placed on the wrist of the patient to gather data on stroke rehabilitation exercises. This work mainly focuses on classification of impaired and unimpaired subjects. Quantitative feedback is only provided as a post processing option.

In [141], the use of a wireless-based system for rehabilitation is explored. A set of wireless nodes equipped with motion sensors is put together to create a wearable device. The patient’s movements are then recorded and mapped onto a 3D model. Therapists can then monitor this 3D model remotely. However, automated feedback is not explored in this paper. The final evaluation is still qualitative and requires expert intervention.

In [137], strain sensors are used on a long sleeve shirt to record upper limb rehabilitation exercises. Then an “Open-end” DTW algorithm is used to classify the exercises into several groups such as correct, slow, fast, etc. Truncated input data is used to assess the performance of the proposed DTW algorithm. However, the end result is still only classification of the exercises, and no method of quantitative scoring was explored.

Kinect has also been applied to physical rehabilitation to a limited extent. A Kinect based system to measure finger joint kinematics is presented in [152]. The paper mainly focuses on measurement techniques and sheds some light on the potential of Kinect in home rehabilitation. In [153], a comparison is presented between an optical tracking system and Kinect by evaluating some upper limb motor tasks using a game-based rehabilitation application. In [154], a game based upper limb rehabilitation system is presented. The quantitative evaluation is determined only on the speed of upper limb movement. The quality of movement (i.e. the motion path) and comparisons with expert movements are not explored.

Perhaps the closest to the proposed method is the one in [136], where exercises performed by patients with traumatic brain injuries to that of an expert are compared. The two performances are compared using several measurements, such as cross correlation and DTW. However, the method is limited in the sense that only complete sequences can be matched. There is no option for real-time feedback. Also, no discussion on how to communicate the quantitative measures to the user is presented. The experimental results are mainly limited to classifying different actions.

Our method tries to solve the following two issues that have not been addressed in the aforementioned existing methods:
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- Provide real-time feedback to the user on his/her performance. A single rehabilitation exercise session lasts for a few minutes. Only getting a feedback at the end of the exercise may not be helpful. Real-time feedback can help the user to correct his or her mistakes while performing.

- Communicate feedback to the user in a more meaningful and interpretable way. Instead of just providing a number (distance computed through the proposed IDTW algorithm) or a classification result of mere correctness/incorrectness, our method maps the IDTW distances to colors on the virtual skeleton limbs to instantly show where the user is going wrong.

The same fundamentals are equally applicable in other potential fields of application such as dance practice or athletics.

6.3 Proposed Method

Figure 6.1 represents a high-level block diagram of the proposed method. The process flow is as follows:

- The user is presented with a pre-recorded demo of the exercise performed by an expert. The task of the user is to follow the exercise as accurately as possible.

- The user’s skeleton data obtained through Kinect is passed through our feature processing stage so that we can compare the two performances.

- The IDTW algorithm compares the user features to the expert features in real-time.

- The output of the IDTW algorithm is projected onto the virtual skeleton silhouette presented to the user using our color mapping technique. As a result, the user can immediately assess his or her quality of performance and try to fix errors accordingly.

The different modules of the proposed framework are explained in detail in the next sections.
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The Kinect camera [143] can provide a depth image of resolution 640 × 480 with a speed of 30 frames per second (FPS). The skeletal tracking algorithm built into the Kinect [144] provides a wireframe skeleton of a user that consists of twenty joints which include joints from hands, legs and the torso. Figure 6.2-(a) shows the skeleton silhouette obtained from Kinect. The datastream associated with the skeleton consists of the positions (in world coordinates) of the joints.

In our proposed method, the skeleton data provided by the Kinect is used as input. However, directly using the positional data provided by Kinect may result in an inaccurate or redundant representation of the movements performed by the user/expert because of the following issues:

- Using the absolute positions directly will create some redundancy in the data stream [155]. The joints of the human body move relative to each other (e.g. the movement of the Wrist Left joint in Figure 6.2-(a) is relative to the Elbow Left joint). A relative representation of the skeleton can help remove the redundancy.

- The user and the expert will most likely be different persons. As a result, using the absolute position will result in some unwanted dissimilarities because the ratios of human limbs vary from person to person. The data needs to be scaled to make it invariant to such differences [156, 157].

- Not all joints are in use for a particular exercise. For instance, for a pectoral stretch, only the upper body is involved, and there is no significant movement of the lower body.
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joints. A filtering process that removes unnecessary joints from processing can facilitate comparison between user and expert features.

The Kinect skeleton can be presented in a hierarchical form, where the joints are connected through a child-parent relation as shown in Figure 6.2-(b). Using this hierarchical representation, we can represent the position of each node in relation to its parent.

Figure 6.2: a) The Kinect skeleton template. b) Hierarchical representation of the joints.

Let a skeleton be represented by $\Delta$. The skeleton consists of joint coordinates $\Delta = \{r_l\}, l = 1, \ldots, L$ where $r_l \in \mathbb{R}^3$ represents the 3D coordinate of the $l$-th joint, and $L$ is the total number of joints, i.e. $L = 20$.

To represent joint coordinates relative to its parent joint, we subtract the coordinate of the parent joint from every joint. From the hierarchical representation of Figure 6.2-(b) we see that the Hip Center joint can be considered as the root of all joints. Hence, we will use the Hip Center as the origin of the skeleton, and calculate the relative positions of all the other joints from there.

In the transformed coordinate space, the Hip Center joint will be $q_1 = (0,0,0)$. Let us assume that for each of the rest of the joints in the original coordinate space $\{r_l\}, l = 2, \ldots, L$, the parent joint is represented by $r_l^0$. Then, in our method, the transformed coordinate for each joint is calculated as follows [156]:
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\[ q_l = \frac{r_l - r_l^0}{||r_l - r_l^0||_2}, l = 2, \ldots, L. \]  

(6.1)

where \( ||.||_2 \) is the Euclidean norm. By scaling the transformed coordinate space this way, the normalized features incorporate a certain level of invariance against different body types and limb ratios. As a result, the feedback provided to the user is more robust. We note that since the Hip Center joint is considered as the origin, it is not considered for IDTW calculation in our method.

The next issue to tackle is the joint filtering process. As illustrated in Figure 6.3 for normalized Y coordinates, movements of the Ankle Left joints are minimal in relation to those of the Hand Left for the pectoral stretch exercise performed by an expert (details about the exercises can be found in the experimental results section). Since only the upper body joints are involved for this particular exercise, the other joints can be discarded from further calculation.

To select the relevant joints, we do some pre-processing based on the given expert recording, which serves as the reference. We filter the joints based on the variance of the normalized coordinates in the X, Y, and Z directions. More specifically, the following term is calculated for each joint:

\[ \beta_l = \sigma^2_X + \sigma^2_Y + \sigma^2_Z, l = 2, \ldots, L \]  

(6.2)

where \( \sigma^2_X \), \( \sigma^2_Y \) and \( \sigma^2_Z \) are the variances in the X, Y, and Z directions over the whole recording. A minimum threshold \( \gamma \) is then applied to the values to filter and keep only the relevant joints. For instance, for the pectoral stretch exercise, only the hand joints (Hand Right, Hand Left, Wrist Right, etc.) and the shoulder joints (Shoulder Right, Shoulder Left, etc.) are relevant. The value of \( \gamma \) can be fixed for different exercises, as the joint selection does not have to be very strict. Most if not all inactive joints can be filtered out with a reasonable value of \( \gamma \).
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of the Y-positions of Hand Left and Ankle Left joints for pectoral stretch.

6.3.2 Preliminaries

Before providing the details of DTW and the IDTW algorithm, we define the user and expert sequences first. The sequences consist of a number of Kinect skeleton frames as discussed in the previous section. Let the expert sequence of an exercise be represented by \( E = \{E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_M\} \) and the user sequence up to the current time by \( U = \{U_1, U_2, \ldots, U_N\} \). The user sequence consists of \( N \) frames that have been acquired till now. Since in our work, the user sequence is incrementally acquired, there could be more incoming frames. As we will see, the proposed IDTW algorithm accommodates this sort of incremental input efficiently.

The distance between two frames of these two sequences will be used in the IDTW algorithm. This distance can be defined in terms of the normalized joints of the Kinect skeletons (Equation 6.1). At time instances \( i \) and \( j \), the two frames from the above sequences are \( U_i \) and \( E_j \), respectively. \( U_i \) and \( E_j \) can be represented by the normalized joints as \( U_i = \{q_{U_i}^l\}, l = 1, \ldots, K \) and \( E_j = \{q_{E_j}^l\}, l = 1, \ldots, K \). Here, \( K \) is the number of joints which survived the joint filtering process for this particular exercise as described in the previous section.

However, if we calculate a single distance between the two frames, the final feedback provided to the user would just be a single number. As discussed before, we use a more informative color mapped skeleton to provide detailed feedback on how the user is performing. We defer the discussion on color mapping to Section 6.3.5. To do the color mapping, the distances have to be calculated on a per joint basis rather than as a whole. The distance between the \( l \)--th
joints of frames $U_i$ and $E_j$ can be calculated as:

$$d(U_i, E_j)^l = ||q^{U_i}_l - q^{E_j}_l||_2, l = 1, \ldots, K.$$  

(6.3)

These distances are then used to calculate the IDTW scores, which are also calculated per joint. For simplicity, while presenting the IDTW algorithm we omit the index $l$. However, the reader can assume that the scores are being calculated per joint. We bring the index $l$ back in Section 6.3.5, when we introduce the color mapping technique in detail.

A common practice for optimizing DTW-based algorithms is to use the squared Euclidean distance rather than the Euclidean distance itself [158], as this avoids the additional computation needed to evaluate the square root. Since the distance calculation is part of each DTW iteration, this optimization can significantly speed up the calculation. Using the squared distance changes the absolute value of the DTW output. However, since both functions (square root and squared) are monotonic and concave, the relative measures will still stay the same. The squared distance will be interpretable in the same way as the square root. Hence, we have also opted for this optimization in our implementation.

### 6.3.3 Dynamic Time Warping

Now we briefly describe the Dynamic Time Warping algorithm. DTW is a template matching algorithm to match a test sequence with a reference sequence (in our case the user sequence with the expert sequence). The objective is to obtain a similarity measure between these two references. One might wonder if simply using a distance measurement like Euclidean distance by aligning the frames of two sequences one by one will suffice. However, there may exist differences in speed between the two sequences, since the user may lag behind the expert and struggle to keep up. If we only restrict the calculation to one-to-one correspondence, the resulting similarity measure will not be accurate (Figure 6.4-(a)). Moreover, the two sequences will most likely be not of the same length. DTW tries to alleviate these problems by compressing or expanding the sequences in the time domain to align them in such a way that minimizes the cumulative difference between the aligned frames (Figure 6.4-(b)).
To find the best alignment between two sequences $U$ and $E$, an optimal warping path through the grid formed by the frames of the two sequences as shown in Figure 6.5 must be found. Let the warping path be $P = P_1, P_2, \ldots, P_t, \ldots, P_T$, where $P_t = (i_t, j_t)$. There are many possible paths $P$ could take. However, to speed up the computation and keep the path sensible, some constraints are set upon the path:

- **Start:** The path should start from the origin, i.e., $P_1 = (1, 1)$.
- **End:** The path should cover both sequences completely, i.e., $P_T = (N, M)$.
- **Monotonicity:** No loop back in time is allowed, i.e., $i_t \geq i_{t-1}$ and $j_t \geq j_{t-1}$. This guarantees that frames are considered sequentially and past frames of the sequences are not repeatedly matched against each other.
- **Slope:** The slope constraint imposes some step patterns when calculating the next frame on the warping path [159, 160]. A commonly used step pattern is shown in Figure 6.6. These step patterns ensure that the whole sequence will be considered. It also limits the amount of compression or expansion of a sequence to find the optimal similarity score. Without the step pattern restriction, a very short part of one sequence could be matched with a very long part of the other sequence.
- **Warping window:** The warping window constraint puts a restriction on how far the path can stray from the diagonal [161]. Essentially, it means that for $P_t = (i_t, j_t)$, $|i_t - j_t| \leq R$. $R$ is called the *Sakoe-Chiba band* [161] (Figure 6.7).
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Figure 6.5: Illustration of the warped path on the grid.

Figure 6.6: Example step pattern restriction when calculating element (i,j) on the warped path.

Figure 6.7: Sakoe-Chiba band of width R.
The optimal warping path $P^*$ is found by minimizing the DTW distance:

$$P^* = \arg\min_P (D(U, E)), \quad (6.4)$$

where $D(U, E)$ is the DTW distance defined as follows:

$$D(U, E) = \sum_{t=1}^{T} \frac{d(P_t) \gamma_t}{\sum_{t=1}^{T} \gamma_t}. \quad (6.5)$$

Here, $\gamma_t$ are the weighting coefficients. The weighting coefficients are needed to normalize the DTW distance with respect to time. Otherwise, short sequences will always be favored over longer sequences in terms of obtaining the minimum similarity measure. $d(P_t)$ is the distance measure between the frames (Equation 6.3). The weighting coefficients are defined along with the chosen step pattern in such a way that they do not depend on the specific route the warping path will take (details will be provided later).

### 6.3.4 Incremental Dynamic Time Warping

Now, we present the key extensions to the classic DTW that leads to the proposed Incremental DTW (IDTW) algorithm. The main advantages over the classic DTW are twofold:

- **Matching partial sequences**: In our work, the sequence from the user is incrementally growing. The proposed algorithm can match partial sequences with a complete sequence (the expert’s) for an accurate similarity score.

- **Optimizing computational time**: For the incrementally growing user sequence, we present strategies to optimize the calculation of the DTW distance by re-using already calculated terms.

**Matching Partial Sequences**:

The classic DTW algorithm assumes that both of the sequences to be matched are available in full before the start of the algorithm. This is not suitable for our objective of providing real-time feedback to the user. Therefore, the proposed algorithm has to be able to accommodate an partial sequence.
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This is achieved through an extension of the existing DTW algorithm [137]. Instead of matching the partial sequence with the full sequence as done in classic DTW, the IDTW algorithm matches it with the best possible starting segment of the reference. This can be achieved by terminating the full sequence at all possible frames, calculating the DTW distances for all of them, and picking the minimum. Let the expert (reference) sequence \( E \) terminated at all possible frames be represented by \( E^j, j = 1, \ldots, M \). In other words, \( E^j \) will be a sequence containing the first \( j \) frames of \( E \). Then, the IDTW distance between the user sequence \( U \) and the reference sequence \( E \) can be represented by

\[
D_{IDTW}(U, E) = \min_{j=1,\ldots,M} D(U, E^j),
\]

(6.6)

where \( D(U, E^j) \) is defined in Equation 6.5.

Interestingly, there is no need to calculate the DTW distances repeatedly over all possible \( E^j \). It can be calculated efficiently through some minimal changes to how the classic DTW distance is calculated.

In classic DTW, a cumulative cost matrix is calculated in order to minimize the similarity score between the two sequences. The cost matrix \( G \) is updated iteratively through the use of a chosen step pattern. In this work, we use the step pattern as depicted in Figure 6.6. DTW is calculated by dynamic programming, where the cost matrix is calculated through recursion [146]. The update formula for the cost matrix can be directly written from the step patterns as:

\[
G(1,1) = d(U_1, E_1),
\]

\[
G(i, j) = \min(G(i - 1, j), G(i - 1, j - 1), G(i - 1, j - 2)) + d(U_i, E_j),
\]

(6.7)

where \( d(U_i, E_j) \) is defined in Equation 6.3 (minus the index \( l \) for simplicity).

Once the cost matrix calculation is completed, the classic DTW always considers the value on the top-right corner (i.e. \( G(M, N) \)) as the final similarity score. IDTW differs from DTW in this step. Instead of taking the top-right value, IDTW takes the minimum of all the values in the right-most column as depicted in Figure 6.8. Indeed, this value directly corresponds to the value we are looking for in Equation 6.6. This is easily understandable from the nature of the recursion in Equation 6.7 and from the monotonicity constraint described before. For a specific position \((i, j)\) in the cumulative cost matrix \( G \), the values above and right to that position have
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Figure 6.8: Calculation of final cost: DTW vs. IDTW.

no influence. As a result, if the expert sequence were terminated at position $j$, the final DTW distance value will be the same as that at the $(N, j)$-th position in the cumulative cost matrix as shown in Figure 6.8.

Finally, we define the weighting coefficients in Equation 6.5. To solve the DTW problem with dynamic programming, we need the recursion defined in Equation 6.7 to be an exact solution of the minimization problem in Equation 6.4. To achieve this, the weighting coefficients should not depend on the specific warping path. In other words, the sum of weighting coefficients in Equation 6.5 should be constant over the specific set of sequences being compared, i.e., $\sum_{t=1}^{T} \gamma_t = C$, where $C$ is a constant. Different step patterns correspond to different values to be used as $C$ [162]. The step pattern defined by Equation 6.7 can be used with $C$ being set to $N$, i.e., the number of frames in the current user sequence. By calculating the IDTW this way, we can find a better similarity score between the partial sequence from the user and the sequence of the expert.

Optimizing Computation Time:

The worst case computational complexity of the classic DTW is $O(MN)$, where $M$ and $N$ are the length of the sequences as defined before. However, in the proposed framework, the user sequence is incrementally increasing. If we keep repeating the DTW calculation over and over again, the computational complexity will be increasing exponentially.

The complexity can be substantially decreased by observing how the DTW cost is calculated. Due to the monotonicity constraint, the calculations of the cumulative cost matrix $G$ never go backward in time. As we can see from Figure 6.9, if the current length of the user
sequence is $N$, and the $N+1$-th frame comes in, we only need to append one extra column to $G$. Hence, the complexity of this step can be $O(M)$. With classic DTW, if we repeat the calculation of the whole matrix $G$, the complexity would have been $O(M \times (N + 1))$, which is substantially higher. Also, with this optimization, we have a constant number of calculations per frame.

Faster operation of the DTW algorithm can be achieved by applying various techniques such as indexing [163], recursive decimation [164], exploiting similarity and correlation [165]. In the proposed framework, the input frame rate is 30 FPS. As we will see in the experimental results section, our IDTW algorithm is already fast enough to calculate the similarity score in real-time. Hence, further optimization was not a priority for this work. We plan to explore the applicability of these techniques in the future.

Pseudocode of the proposed IDTW algorithm with the aforementioned improvements is presented in Algorithm 1. Here, we see that the next frame in the user sequence is an input to the function. Only one column is appended to the cumulative cost matrix $G$. This column is then filled according to our recursion rule as described in Equation 6.7. We have also incorporated the Sakoe-Chiba band directly into the loop limit. This saves execution time in comparison to checking the limits inside the loop [158]. Finally, the time normalized minimum value from the newly appended column of the cost matrix $G$ is returned as the current IDTW distance.
Algorithm 1 The IDTW algorithm

Inputs:
- U - The user sequence up to current time (length $N$).
- E - The expert (full) sequence (length $M$).
- G - $M \times N$ cumulative cost matrix up to current time.
- V - Next frame in user sequence.
- R - Width of Sakoe-Chiba band.

Output:
- updated IDTW distance.

1: function IDTW(U, E, G, V, R)
2:     $Q \leftarrow (N + 1)$
3:     $U_Q \leftarrow V$
4:     $G(1 \ldots M, Q) \leftarrow \text{array}(1 \ldots M)$
5:     for $i \leftarrow (\max(1, Q - R), \min(M, Q + R))$ do
6:         $G(i, Q) \leftarrow \min(G(i - 1, Q), G(i - 1, Q - 1),$
7:             $G(i - 1, Q - 2)) + d(U_Q, E_i)$
8:     end for
9: return $\min(G(1 \ldots M, Q))/Q$
10: end function

6.3.5 Information-Assisted Visual Evaluation

The final part of the method is how the performance measurement is communicated to the user. As we discussed before, a sense of immersion from the user’s perspective could facilitate in-home rehabilitation. Our automated system aims to provide detailed feedback so that the user can correct him/herself, much like a therapy session under an expert’s direct supervision.

If we provide a single IDTW measurement as a score, the user has no way to know where he/she is going wrong. Hence, in the proposed framework we have implemented a per limb feedback system, where we loosely refer to the skeletal segment connecting neighboring joints as a limb (Figure 6.2). Rather than calculating the IDTW score as a whole, we calculate separate IDTW scores per joint, then convert this to the scores for each limb.

There are 19 limbs in the Kinect skeleton. Although not all of the limbs will be active during a particular exercise, it will still be too many for a user to comprehend if we simply transmit the raw IDTW scores individually. The human perception system is specifically suited to spot visual patterns rather than raw numbers [1]. Hence, we map the IDTW scores to a color table and use the virtual skeleton visualization to convey performance feedback.
To formulate the visual evaluation scheme, first we bring back the index $l$ that was dropped for simplicity after Equation 6.3. Let the IDTW scores for each joint be represented by $D^{l}_{IDTW}, l = 1, \ldots, K$. Here, $K$ is the number of joints being evaluated for a particular exercise. The distance measure for IDTW is defined in Equation 6.6.

Now, the distance measure for a particular limb can be calculated by simply averaging the two joints that form this limb. Then, the value to be mapped to the color table is calculated as follows:

$$Z = e^{-\nu \ast \left( D^{l_a}_{IDTW} + D^{l_b}_{IDTW} \right)/2},$$

(6.8)

where $l_a$ and $l_b$ denote the joints that form this particular limb, and $\nu$ is a parameter to control the sensitivity of the performance measure. The lower the value of $\nu$, the more sensitive the scoring system will be. In other words, the system will be less tolerant to mistakes by the user if the $\nu$ value is lower. In the experiments, $\nu$ was set to 20 for all the exercises, which led to satisfactory results throughout.

Finally, the value $Z$ is projected to a color map. The color map used in this work is blue-aqua-green-yellow-red, i.e., the color stays closer to blue if the user is doing well, and shifts towards red as the performance worsens.

Figure 6.10 shows a snapshot of our information-assisted visual evaluation framework when a user performs the leg raise exercise. The limbs involved in this exercise are used in the visual evaluation. Limbs that are not involved (i.e., filtered by the joint filtering process) are colored in white. The effectiveness of the information-assisted visual evaluation system can easily be seen in this screenshot. By a quick look at the virtual skeleton, one can see that most of the active limbs have colors closer to the blue spectrum. Hence, one can conclude that the user is performing well here.
6.4 Experimental Results

We have evaluated the proposed framework for three different exercises: leg raise, pectoral stretch and jumping jack. The exercises were picked in such a way that different parts of the human body are engaged in different exercises. Hence, they vary in terms of active joints. Leg raise involves the leg joints, while pectoral stretch involves the upper body joints. The whole body is used in jumping jack. Our joint filtering process separates the active joints accordingly by evaluating the recorded expert sequence.

In the joint filtering process, the threshold $\gamma$ (Equation 6.2) was set to 0.005 for all the exercises. Small changes in the value of this threshold do not significantly affect the overall evaluation method. Hence, this value of $\gamma$ should be suitable for most cases.

The expert sequences recorded for these exercises are about 15 – 20 seconds long (exact running length can be found in Table 6.1). To examine the method’s robustness to different users, two other persons besides the person used for recording the expert sequences are tested. Each user was asked to perform each exercise twice. The first time the users were asked to perform it as accurately as possible. This sequence will be called the good performance. For the second round, the users were asked to deliberately make some mistakes so that we can test whether our system can provide accurate feedback in real-time. This sequence will be called the bad performance.

Figure 6.11 shows a screenshot of the system. The expert sequence is played on the right panel. The user’s task is to follow the sequence as correctly as possible. The visual evaluation
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Figure 6.11: Screenshot of the proposed system.

of the user is shown in real-time on the left panel. We have included some screenshots of the system in action later for discussion. However, the best way to comprehend the method is to see the video demonstration, which can be seen at http://youtu.be/zmIfWmETpiM.

There is also a component called “Score” as can be seen in Figure 6.11. This score is the sum of IDTW scores for all joints. This score is included for user evaluation, so that the users can qualitatively compare this numerical reporting method to our skeletal visualization method.

The IDTW algorithm was also compared with the classic DTW algorithm in terms of accuracy and computational time. Here, we present some quantitative comparisons between the classic DTW and the IDTW algorithm for all three exercises. For these quantitative results, the expert sequence is compared against one good performance using both the classic DTW algorithm and the IDTW algorithm. The good performance is used to show the accuracy of the IDTW distance function (Equation 6.5) as opposed to the classic DTW distance (Equation 6.5).

Figure 6.12 shows graphical comparisons of the distance scores for classic DTW and IDTW for each of the three exercises. Please note that while plotting these graphs, we have skipped the first 50 frames for all the exercises, because the classic DTW cost is too high for those frames to be accommodated into the graph alongside the IDTW scores.

As seen from the graphs, the IDTW can measure the distance between the two sequences more accurately. Since the sequence being tested is a good performance, we expect the distance measure to be small. The classic DTW fails to provide such a measure and the distances are too high for the majority of the exercise. When both the sequences are available in their full
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form, the DTW score and the IDTW score are almost identical. This is expected, as with the full sequence the DTW can report the distance accurately. But IDTW excels when the partially available sequence of the user is being compared against the full expert sequence. This feature of the IDTW algorithm is crucial for accurate real-time feedback.

IDTW also comes out as a clear winner when the computational times of the two algorithms are compared. Table 6.1 shows the total computational time for a full comparison of two sequences for all three exercises. The running length of the sequences is also listed. We can see that DTW fails to perform in real-time and hence is not suitable to be used for interactive feedback. Due to the incremental calculation technique in IDTW, the computation is fast enough to be calculated in real-time.

Figure 6.13 illustrates frame-by-frame calculation times. Only the first 250 frames for each exercise are reported to accommodate the graphs properly. As we can see, the classic DTW computational time increases as the frame number increases. This is because the classic DTW is being re-calculated every time. Since the length of the user sequence increases as time progresses, it takes more time to calculate the full DTW per frame. But IDTW makes use of the already calculated cumulative cost matrix and hence only has constant number of calculations per frame. This is evident from the graphs, as the IDTW calculation time stays almost constant throughout the exercises (Figure 6.13).

Finally, Figure 6.14 shows a comparison of visual evaluations between good and bad performances for all the exercises. Comparisons for only a single frame are shown here. To see the continuous calculation and visual feedback, the reader is highly encouraged to see the video demo at http://youtu.be/zmIfWmETpiM.

Table 6.1: Length of the exercises (in sec.) and total computational times (in sec.) for classic DTW and IDTW.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exercise Name</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Total Time (DTW)</th>
<th>Total Time (IDTW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leg Raise</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11.46</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pectoral Stretch</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jumping Jack</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>27.06</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6.12: Comparison of distance scores between classic DTW and IDTW for different exercises.
Figure 6.13: Comparison of frame-wise computational costs (in microseconds) between classic DTW and IDTW for different exercises.
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of visual evaluation between good and bad performances for different exercises.
As we can see, the proposed method can report the mistakes by the user in an easily interpretable way. For all the exercises, when the user is performing well, the color of the visual feedback stays close to blue. But when the user is making mistakes, the system can report in detail where the user is going wrong. For instance, in the case of leg raise, the user is not lifting his leg completely. So the color is shifting towards green/yellow. In the case of jumping jack, the user’s hand movements are worse than his leg movements. The expert’s hands are much further up when compared to the user’s. As a result, the limb colors of the hand are shifting towards red while the colors for the leg limbs are shifting towards green/yellow. This form of visual interpretation helps the user quickly correct himself.

Since the total raw score of IDTW was also reported in the framework (see the screenshot in Figure 6.11), we asked the users to evaluate the single number scoring system against our visualization. All the users preferred the visualization over the number-based evaluation. They unequivocally agreed that the sense of immersion with our intuitive visual feedback can be more helpful than a simple score for home-based automated movement evaluation.

### 6.5 Summary

In this chapter, we propose an information-assisted visual evaluation framework for real-time automated feedback for in-home physical rehabilitation and exercise. Based on normalized features extracted from the Kinect skeleton, we compare the user’s feature sequence with a pre-recorded sequence from an expert. The proposed Incremental Dynamic Time Warping (IDTW) algorithm can calculate the distance score between the partial user sequence and the complete expert sequence more accurately than the classic DTW. The proposed algorithm also utilizes the repetitive nature of classic DTW to significantly reduce computation time. Rather than providing a single number as performance feedback, our proposed framework presents a colored virtual skeleton visualization, where different colors of the limbs indicate the level of performance of the user. This form of visual feedback helps the user to easily interpret his/her mistakes and correct it immediately. Experimental results on three different exercises involving different users show that the proposed method can calculate the distance score for a user performance accurately and efficiently. The visual evaluation framework provides a sense of immersion, which is necessary for an in-home rehabilitation system to be effective.
Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Thesis Summary

The purpose of this thesis was to explore the use of machine learning techniques to facilitate the process of information-assisted visualization. Machine learning techniques can be used to design intelligent user interfaces, where required information can be conveyed to the user. By providing the user with concise information and efficient control, the semantic gap between the user and the system can be reduced.

To that end, the thesis primarily focused on volume rendering, which is an important visualization process for many application domains, especially medical data. The present day volume rendering techniques involve complex and tedious process of editing the transfer function that generates the color and opacity values to obtain rendering that shows intended information. To ease this task, we have approached the TF design process from two different angles, the data-centric method and the image-centric method.

In our proposed data-centric approach, the user interacts with a simple color-coded Self-Organizing Map to select interesting regions in the cluster domain. By using harmonic colors and intelligent opacity assignment techniques, we immediately generate the rendering. With our proposed method, the user can visualize the intended results without having to manipulate complex widgets. Experimental results on some benchmark datasets showed the effectiveness of our proposed approach.

For the image-centric approach, first we proposed two novel supervised classification methods, the Kernel Nonparametric Support Vector Machine (KN-SVM) classifier and the Covariance-
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guided One-Class Support Vector Machine (COSVM) classifier. Both these classifiers are derived from the same philosophy of combining global information from discriminant-based classifiers like LDA with the local information provided by the support vectors in an SVM-based classifier. We have provided detailed experimental results for these classifiers, comparing them with the state-of-the-art.

Our KN-SVM classifier is then used to design the image-centric approach towards volume rendering. In this approach, the user directly works in the image domain i.e. with the volume slices themselves. The user selects training data from the grayscale representation of the slices. This data is used to classify the whole volume. The intelligent coloring method used for our data-centric approach is also used here to generate rendering results quickly and efficiently.

We have used the same datasets for both our data-centric and image-centric approaches so that the results can be qualitatively compared. Moreover, we have provided a comprehensive user survey for these two methods, where the proposed approaches are compared with a traditional visualization tool. These results not only strengthen the cases for both our proposed methods, but also sheds light on the pros and cons of data-centric versus image-centric approaches.

Finally, we have explored the potential of information-assisted visualization in a new field, medical rehabilitation. To our knowledge, visualization has not been used as a tool for communication in this domain. We propose an information-assisted visual evaluation framework for in-home physical rehabilitation. The user can follow a pre-recorded performance by an expert in the proposed system. The instant feedback is obtained by using our novel Incremental Dynamic Time Warping algorithm, which can compare the two sequences (the user’s and the expert’s) in real-time. The feedback is communicated to the user through a visual form of a skeleton silhouette, where different colors on the limbs show different levels of performance. The obtained results were encouraging, and proves yet again that visual communication can be more effective than mere numbers.

The three proposed systems successfully demonstrate that through careful integration of machine learning techniques with intelligent user interfaces, the semantic gap between the user and the system can be reduced. A simpler interface does not necessarily have to sacrifice the level of control a user can have over the output. An ideal system should be able to strike the perfect balance between automation and customization.
7.2 Future Work

A natural extension to the proposed volume visualization methods would be to incorporate the principles of Knowledge-Assisted Visualization (KAV) [166]. The argument in favor of KAV is that incorporating the user knowledge into the system can improve the results gradually. For the field of volume rendering, the user knowledge can come in the form of user interaction. In both the proposed methods, the user interacts with the GUI to select regions in the volume data. Once the user is satisfied with a particular dataset, these selected regions could be saved and used in future for similar datasets. Although the principle is simple, the steps required to achieve this can be difficult. The main difficulty lies in computing the similarity of volume datasets. Due to their complex natures and inherent noise characteristics, the similarity will not be easy to calculate. However, if an effective method to compute the similarity and segment the volume into similar regions can be devised, the incorporation of KAV into our proposed methods can make them even more efficient and faster.

For our medical rehabilitation system, the focus was mainly on the IDTW algorithm and the information-assisted visual evaluation scheme. More robust features instead of joint positions can be used, which may result in a better evaluation. Also, the visual evaluation scheme is universal and works the same way for all users. A customized evaluation scheme can be more helpful for the user to assess his or her performance. This customized scheme can be derived from an aggregation of user’s previous performances, so that his or her particular weaknesses are emphasized properly.
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Appendix A

Traditional TF Editor

The traditional TF editor used for the user surveys presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 was an off-the-shelf volume visualization software named VolView [60]. A screenshot of the software can be seen in Figure A.1. The TF editor module of the software is shown separately in Figure A.2. As can be seen, a one-dimensional histogram based on the voxel intensity values is presented to the user. The user clicks through the histogram to define points on the TF that will generate the final output. The selected points on the histogram decide how much weight should be assigned to different parts of the histogram. The intensity values that fall between two selected points are weighted based on linear interpolation.
APPENDIX A. TRADITIONAL TF EDITOR

Figure A.1: Screenshot of VolView.

Figure A.2: Close-up of the TF editor module of VolView.
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